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Nelius du Preez the 33 year old Event Co-Ordinator for

PinkDrive, resides in Randburg after moving out of

Rustenburg. Nelius is the owner of NDP Productions

hosting pageants each with their own theme, look and

feel.

With his experience in the field, he assists other

organisers to host their pageants. Nelius is on the board

and part of the management for Miss, Mr, Mrs and Ms

Deaf South Africa. Last year they made history for the 1st

time to win three international titles with their winners.

For the very first time they won the Mr Deaf World title,

first Mrs International won by a MS Deaf South Africa, as

well as 1st runner up at Miss Deaf World by Miss Deaf

South Africa.

After attending the Male Model Search in 2006 a whole

new world opened for Nelius, where he was co-owner

of a Casting House and been part of Seven

International Films, TV Soapies, Music Videos and various

TV adverts. He was also seen on the bill board for

Enchanted Evening wear.

Nelius has walked the ramp at 

various pageants and palmed in 

many titles over the years. As a well 

known judge and loved by many 

Nelius believe in the wise words of 

Nelson Mandela: “Everything seems 

impossible until it is done.”

If you can not do great things, then do small things in a

great way is a mindset that Nelius implements into his

own life as event host and philanthropist. Philanthropy

forms much part of Nelius’ life as from a very young age

as TB survivor and at a young age not able to attend

school for treatments, he then assisted his Mother and

Grandmother at the church making sandwiches and

food parcels for less fortunate children.

This has taught Nelius that one should never do

something that makes the next person loose faith in

humans. If Nelius is not on a Panel at a pageant, hosting

an event in support of Breast Cancer or hosting one of

his Pageants he enjoys to social with family and friends.

Even though he is always well 

presented do not take this 

“Pageant King” as a snob for he is 

not scared to get his hands dirty.

Kicking off his shoes and getting his hands into his

garden to do landscaping is a great way for relaxing

and also grow his own plants as a hobby. Playing the

Piano, bass guitar and tap dancing is some of the

talents Nelius likes to do on an odd occasions and also

as published author of Short stories and Poems in the

Department of Afrikaans Education he enjoys to write

songs, poems and stories and now and then grab the

mic to sing a song.

When we asked Nelius how it feels to be a brand

ambassador for many companies he replied: It is an

honor that companies see value in you as individual

and trust you with their brand. It is something that you

work towards to grow your following and that other

people trust what you put out and promote is true and

accurate.

One must always be well dressed 

and well groomed as you never 

know even going to the local super 

market who you will run in to, that 

might change your life for ever.

Nelius is the brand ambassador for Nanoskin

Technology, Medi Hair, Medi Aesthetics and #bamboo

sunglasses with his feet flat on the ground seeing himself

as a normal guy just wanting to make a difference and

making the world a better place bit by bit.

It is difficult to sum Nelius up in one sentence as he is an

entertainer, a ray of friendliness, but when he is at home

he is a caregiver always on the look out that everyone is

sorted and have enough and always ready with word

of advice and support. He is always ready with a joke

and good at pulling pranks.

Experience

Event Planner/Coordinator at PinkDrive - Working to

fight and bridging the gap in Breast Health services for

Breast Cancer with PinkDrive.

I have been an extra in a few films, Beed a body

double and stand in. Did stage productions before and

also do write scripts myself and some of my word has

been published in 2012 in the department of

education's lecturing books. Also I have been Set Co-

Ordinator for the Mnet series Strike back 3.

Best dressed Male model, 1st Prince at both Ultimate

Model International and MR Rustenburg 2012. Top 40 Mr

South Africa 2013. Ultimate winner out of 4 categories

for a photo competition and did 3 fashion show with

top Designers.

I have been an extra for Wild at Heart and Hansie the

Movie, also body double for Wild at Heart as well as

Strike Back 3. Been set Co-ordinator for wild at heart,

Strike Back 3, Step up or step out, Fanie Fourie’s Labola,

SA Got talent, Lyala Fourie the German film. I got to the

finals for DSTV Film Competition for short films.

Also MC at some beauty pageants and events, I do

modeling part time, and have been working with

designers and been a model at their fashion shows.

Social Media

Twitter: https://twitter.com/neliusdp

LinkedIn: 

https://www.linkedin.com/in/nelius

-du-preez-5b2bb216/

Cover Model - Nelius du Preez
Well know pageant organizer, judge and PinkDrive events planer!

We would like to thank everyone for their support during 2020 to the pageants

hosted. The following pageants still remain under the umbrella of NDP Productions.

Mr Klerksdorp
Mrs Klerksdorp

Mr Klerksdorp Teen
Mr and Miss Beach Body SA

King, Queen and Baby of Iceland
Mr and Miss Prestige SA

Model, Pageant and Model School Battles
Model and Pageant Championships

Miss, Mr and Mrs Heart of SA

We will be back with all pageants again in 2021 All NDP Productions Pageants are 

under management and registered at CIPC under Nelius du Preez and not 

hosted/contracted out or outsourced by/to anyone else.
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Cathy Heaton completed her Diploma in Fashion &

Photographic Make-up in October 2002. Cathy has won

Makeup Artist of the Year and has done makeup for Miss

World, Mrs World, Miss South Africa, Mrs South Africa and

Miss Regal International South Africa.

She has worked on many photo and magazine cover

shoots, TV and fashion shows and has done over 1500

weddings in her 18 career as one of South Africa’s top

makeup artists. Cathy is also a published photographer,

successful pageant coach and the Director of ACE Models

JHB North.

Why did you choose to pursue a career as a makeup artist

and modeling coach?

I have always loved being creative but wasn’t always great

at painting and drawing at school so didn’t initially follow a

creative career.

I loved doing makeup for friends but never really

considered it a career until I was working in marketing at a

production company and happened to spend a bit of time

in the studio and saw the makeup artists working and

started chatting to them.

I realised that you can earn a really great income if you are

great at your craft and I enrolled in the Professional
Makeup School in Rivonia and set out to be the best in the

class and started working as a professional make-up artist

straight away. I knew that work wouldn’t fall in my lap and I

worked extremely hard at building my brand and

perfecting my skill.

Where do you see yourself in five years?

I’ve have always said that one day I
will be in Hollywood so watch this
space!

Do you have any fashion or make-up tips?

Don’t follow trends that don’t suit you. Classic is timeless.

Emphasize your best features Dress for the body you have

not the body you wish you had! Love the body you have!

Wash your make-up off at night and apply eye cream!

Only use non-light-reflective foundation and powder! No

one wants a ghost face in photos! Don’t over contour -

especially your nose. For great skin - drink a lot of water! If

you are going to do any permanent makeup please do

what suits you not what is fashionable or on trend at the

time!

What or who inspires you and why?

I am inspired by women who smash the glass ceiling, who

don’t take no for an answer and who make their own

success. I respect people who work hard, who don’t sit on

their dreams but make them happen!

What makes you stand out from other people in your

industry?

I think I stand out because I am real! I am friendly, open

and kind. I like people and I like to get to know who they

are, what they want from their look and I know how to

make women feel beautiful and special. I have spent a lot

of time and energy building my brand and I don’t say no to

work.

I believe in staying humble but also knowing what you bring

to the table so I am unapologetic about how beautiful my

work is - success and standing out doesn’t just happen. It

takes years of practice and hard work and I believe that is

worthy of being respected.

If you could give your younger self one piece of advice

what would that be?

To not care what other people think of you or your choices,

if you are happy with what you are doing then do it but

always remember that there are consequences to every
choice in life.

What is the one thing that we would not know about you

just by looking at you?

That I am a germaphobe and slightly OCD.

What do you think is the biggest problem facing young

people today?

I believe that our youth have so much information at their

fingertips but extraordinarily little direction. We tell them that

they can become anything they want to in life, but we

need to assist them in setting challenging but realistic goals

and help to direct them correctly.

Hard work and dedication bring about success. No one is

going to do it for you, and one cannot be entitled in this life

and believe that you deserve for your dreams to come

true.

You only deserve them if you have
done the work and created the
opportunities in order for your dreams
to come true, and if you are lucky
enough to be given opportunities, be
grateful and grab them with both
hands!!

How would you solve problems if you were from Mars?

Well if I was a Martian, I would hope that I would possess

superpowers unknown to mankind. I would use these

superpowers to make humans less jealous, less

prejudice, less greedy and more loving to their fellow

man. I believe with these changes we’d see more unity

and peace between human beings.

Cathy Heaton
Facebook: 

https://www.facebook.com/CathyHe
atonMakeup

Instagram: @cathyheatonsa

Interview with Cathy Heaton

Let’s talk about the basic etiquette 

of freelance modeling!

• Be on time. One of the number one complaints

photographers have about models is that they don’t

show up on time. Don’t be one of those models. Be the

one who shows up on time or at least text the

photographer if you know you will be a few minutes

late. Most photographers won’t get upset over 10 to 15

minutes if you let them know.

• Don’t be a flake/no call no show. A “flake” is a model

who cancels at the very last minute (within hours of the

shoot) or does a no call, no show. This is a huge no no

and, aside from extreme emergencies (as in you are

hospitalized) you should never, ever do this.

• I promise you that any photographer would rather you

let them know, even if it’s late, than to not let them

know at all and not show up.

• Be responsible for your time. Make sure you plan your

shoots during times you know you are available (and

that means you know you have off work for sure, for

example). If you’re not reasonably sure you can make

the shoot, don’t book it. It’s better to wait until you know

you can make the shoot.

These first three tips are a big part of how I earned a good

name for myself and how I keep one. So many models

don’t follow these and they struggle to improve because

the more skilled photographers don’t want to deal with

them. Be the model that the photographers can count on

to show up. You’ll open up a lot of opportunities for yourself

this way.

Now let’s talk about the sort of stuff 

you probably expected to see 

here. These are my basic shoot tips 

that should apply for just about any 

shoot.

• Take care of yourself. These means getting plenty of

sleep, staying hydrated, and eating well, especially

before shoots.

• Take care of your appearance. Make sure your nails are

clean and done with clear or neutral/nude polish (unless

asked otherwise). This goes for fingers and toes! Chipped

nail polish is awful and it’s not easy for most

photographers to fix.

• Plus, even if they don’t care, you don’t want chipped

polish in your photos. Make sure you keep your skin

moisturized, that you use lip balm, and that you are well

groomed (whatever that means for you).

• Check the drive time and 

directions the day before the 

shoot. Make sure you’re clear on 

the type of location you’re going 

to as well. 

• Some buildings may require you to park on the side, for

example, or it may be a suite or studio inside a larger

building. Just ask the photographer what type of

location it is and where you should park as you book the

shoot. Most of them are quite happy to give instructions.

• Exchange phone numbers with the photographer once

you book (or before if you prefer). If you have to get

emergency directions, if either of you has an

emergency, etc, it’s better to have a phone number to

text/call.

• Stay on top of communication. This means responding

to shoot discussions in a timely manner. Don’t let those

messages about shoots sit around if you want to book

that shoot. I would recommend trying to answer within

24 to 36 hours, 48 hours at the latest.

And there you have it, my basic 

etiquette tips for models.

Basic Modeling Etiquette
when working with photographers



Katherine Silva is a wife, mother of two and to her

immediate and larger family, is a pillar of strength and

support that bonds the family. During her free time she

enjoys playing with her children and relaxes when crafting

handmade soap.

She works in the corporate world and her success has

been by the strength of her teams, she coaches and

mentors youth, enthusiastically prepares them for the job

market and enjoys guiding and supporting them, as one

of her give backs to society. She has works with un

privileged women on personal development and

direction to pursue their dreams. She started her working

life at 18 years old, educated herself attending classes

after work for her University studies.

She therefore displays resilience in times of difficulty and

blossoms where there is success for all. She has worked in

the Financial, Tourism, industries, and as a consultant

facilitated and run workshops. Katherine is now a Kenyan

Author of a children’s book she has recently launched,

Bubbles and Mister Toad, The launch proceeds of this

book will be given towards children’s shelter, the TNR trust

and contribute to her Donation drive.

In addition she is donating her book to the local libraries,

schools and children’s homes. She writes books that will

appeal to children globally, encouraging them to live

values that will guide a positive life journey, and as an avid

lover of cats she does this by the illustration of cats also to

appeal to children. During this Covid -19 pandemic she is

running a donation drive, where she collects items people

do not need in their homes, and once accumulated takes

them to shelters that have the need, these are “joy drops”

brining joy to others, and will run throughout the year.

Katherine Silva has been chosen in the Mrs Africa Classic

category as a Continental Finalist, and she will also

represent her country Kenya in the Africa Pageants. She is

part of the Africa Pageants where she build a stronger

foundation to enhance her audience for the help of

others and bring positive progress to the charities she will

emissary, thus to the communities in Africa.

In particular for women, who are in the classic age

category, and have all shapes sizes and heritage this

journey in this Pageant she hopes will influence and

empower women to embrace themselves as they are and

believe in doing something extraordinary. She is proudly

Kenyan, attended Kilimani primary council school, Loreto

Convent Valley road. She is born is a mixed ethnic

heritage and has enjoyed travels to different countries for

work and leisure.

What are your goals?

To Influence the potential of every individual I meet.

Do you have any other talents or hobbies?

I make a hand made soap.

Do you have any fashion or make-up (beauty) tips?

Love yourself as you are then wear your fab make-up.

What or who inspires you and why?

Life inspires me, we all have potential.

What makes you stand out from other people in your

industry?

I look as leadership as people not

numbers.

If your friends were to describe you in one sentence, what

would they say about you?

They say I inspire them, and say I

belong there, when they see a

popular post of me, this is you its your

element, you deserve this....

What do you do when you are not working?

Play with my children.

If you could travel the world, where would you go first and

why?

One of the places I've not had to tick is Italy, food, culture.

If you could give your younger self one piece of advice

what would that be?

Don't Procrastinate Dont doubt, DO DO DO!

What is one thing that we would not know about you just

by looking at you?

I'm talkative and all smiles.

What do you think is the biggest problem facing young

people today?

Living the right Values, setting a standard for yourself not

what is seemed to be good.

What’s one of the most interesting work that you have

done in the past?

Worked for a company that involved alot of travel in

Africa in sales, and in a petrol station.

Is there an achievement or contribution that you are most

proud of?

how I built myself working and doing university to date, my

children, my marriage and those I've coached and they

have grown in their careers and personal life

How would you solve problems if you were from Mars?

I love this, I believe would know better if I were from Mars,

I’d have all the solutions and solve the problems as the

RULER:)

If you were running for president, what would your

campaign’s focus be?

UPLIFT FOR ALL , NOW!

Interview with Katherine Silva

Introducing Karen Gray
Director of Crawlers & Crowns/EDEN SA pageants

Modeling school: Crawlers & Crowns Model Academy

Photo Credit: John Filmalter

I am the Director of Crawlers & Crowns/EDEN SA

pageants, photo & Modeling Competitions. Owner of

Crawlers & Crowns Model Academy and a National

Scout for OPULENT Models/former TMSA & a MRS

AFRICAN UNITED CONTINENT 2021 Finalist.

I started with pageants to assist me in raising funds to

enable my daughter to live out her dreams to be part of

the Tug of war National team to represent SA in the

World championships and also for her to be able to take

part in pageants to bring a balance. She won various

titles e.g. Teen Miss Gardenroute, 1st Runner up Teen

Mzantzi Africa and a finalist in pageants like Junior Teen
Miss SA etc.

I enjoyed it so much and realised that it filled a gap in

our area that was much needed and where young kids,

teens and adults could come and take part in to pursue

their dreams. and have great fun at the same time. My

motto for all my pageants is "Bringing back the FUN to

pageants" and I think that above all is what has made it

a success in the last few years. Because of the pageants

I received a lot of enquiries with regards to me opening

a Modelling school, which I did at the end of 2019.

I am a very proud coach where not 1 or 2, but ALL of my

models have won various National titles. I host the Baby,

Little Mr/Miss EDEN SA pageant which is from birth up to

12 years old, The Teen/Miss/Mrs/Mr EDEN SA pageant for

13years & up, The EDEN SA TOP MODEL competition ( as I

am a National Scout for OPULENT MODELS (former TMSA)

& I run various Photo model competitions like the FACE

OF EDEN, EDEN SA PHOTOMODEL & various Fun

competitions during the course of the year.

I have recently also been honored to be selected to the

GEORGE SKOU RAAD as their pageant director where I

will be in charge of the pageant arrangements for the

161st Birthday celebration in 2021. I also host the now

annual Miss/Mr/Mrs Hartenbos Seefront pageant that

takes place in December for some extra excitement for

our locals and holiday goers.

My team and I are also involved in various charity
outreaches throughout the year. I have also
recently joined forces with TALENT AFRICA and so
looking forward to this collaboration.

My other passion is my health & wellness work where I

work with patients ( human & animals) that have

decided to take the more natural route in treating their

health issues. I do treatments using Bioresonance,

Rife,Ozone and natural medicines and give counselling

on the spiritual roots of sickness and disease. (emotions).

One of my favourite sayings is 'ENERGY FLOWS WHERE

ATTENTION GOES' and that goes for everything in life.

I have been diagnosed with various cancers as well as

auto -immune disease in my life time and the specialist

say that I should write a book named ' KANNIEDOOD' as

apparently I 'shouldn't be alive anymore... YET.... Focus

on the good -Live in the NOW- and DO NOT ACCEPT

other people's limitations on YOUR life. You have been

created in the Image of the Creator thus you are a CO-

Creator- call those things that are not as though they are

as our Book of Instructions tells us. You can HAVE WHAT

you SAY.



“Create the highest, grandest vision 

possible of your life, because you 

become what you believe”

Make-up: Carpe Diem Make up

Hair: Tiffany Hoffman Spencer

Photographer: Temieke Streicher

Clothing: TemCo Unlimited

Jewellery: Flourish Unlimited SA

Tell the readers more about yourself and what you do?

I finished High school at Klerksdorp Hoërskool in 2015 and

started my University studies at NWU-Potchefstroom in 2016

with a degree in Intermediate and Senior phase teaching.

I finished my first degree in 2019 and did my Honours in

Movement Education this year.

I recently submitted my dissertation and it was one of the

most amazing feelings of hard work, determination and

perseverance going through during a pandemic. I

recently applied to do my masters and awaiting

acceptance. I am working at the university as an assistant

and I am learning so much every passing day.

At the age of 19 I started my own part time make-up

business called Carpe Diem Make up and it is growing

day by day. I started the business for the love of make up

and making people feel beautiful and finding

appreciation for their own skin. I recently applied at Shaw

academy to complete a make up course. With this in

working progress I will soon be able to expand my passion

in the beauty industry as well.

What does beauty mean to you?

Pageantry and photogenic 

modelling are something I hold dear 

to my heart. 

As a young woman I see daily how women are only

portrayed in a certain light when it comes to what is

defined as beauty. I am a very short, average body-built

women and I love my body the way God has made me.

Confidence comes from within and when it is truly there it

does not matter what social media or society portrays as,

as the ideal definition of beauty. Beauty is your smile, your

eyes, your personality, your freedom of choice, your

motivation to live and your passions in life. Beauty is a

woman that knows who she is and what she stands for.

Believe in yourself today and see growth in your future

tomorrow.

What is your favourite colour?

My favourite colour is white because it symbolizes

freedom, purity, and health. White is also the colour that I

wear most.

What is your favourite music?

My favourite music is a mixture of everything because it all

depends on my mood and in the vibe, I am placed in.

I adore sing along songs and can adapt to any music.

How do you balance your career and family?

At this time of my life I enjoy studying for my exams and

spending time with children, my family, and animals. I am

a future teacher who is working very hard to obtain the

best and most proper knowledge needed to take my

children to their best future. I am Very fond of my campus

where I reside in Eikenhof Ladies residence.

What do you do when your are not studying?

I do a lot of community work and I am a part time

photography model. I exercise regularly. I enjoy jogging,

reading books, playing rummikub, dancing, hockey and

many more. I am very fond of giving back to the

community and not afraid of new challenges, I tackle

every opportunity with full force.

How would you describe yourself?

I am a person that gets stressed-up very often but things

that help me cope is:

• FIRST, I pray

• I listen to my favourite music

• I get some fresh air, go for a walk

• I watch animal rescue videos

• Take a shower

• I write down things that I am grateful for

• When it is bad, I shout at my pillow. (it really works, try it)

What have you learned about yourself during the Covid 19

Pandemic?

The pandemic was an eye-opener for me in many ways

because it taught me to go back to basics. Meaning, to

talk to the Lord more often and make Him the centre of

my life again regarding every situation. It also taught me

to appreciate family moments again and the privilege of

being able to live. The pandemic showed me what I strive

for in my future.

Who is your favourite actor/ actress?

My favourite actress is Selena Gomez for the reason I can

relate with her upbringing regarding emotional bullying. I

recently went through a realization during this pandemic

and that was the fact that I was bullied in school as well.

She has conquered her fears and rose through the

darkness into the light.

She stayed committed to her dreams and followed her

heart. I lost sight of who I was, I listened to opinions of

people and I tried to change who I am.

My whole life without realizing it I was 

a victim of emotional bullying, I gave 

people the power to make decision 

for me, spread terrifying rumours 

about me and I tried to stand up for 

myself but then they saw it as I’m 

seeking attention or go bother 

someone else... I never realized how 

much that took from me in life. 

I was never the person those people portrayed of me. I

was me. Everyone has flaws, everyone has an opinion of

something they do and believe in. No one is perfect. We

all have flaws, but that does not give anyone the power

to mistreat you. I allowed this bullying my entire life, and I

never knew it was bullying, because I was so use to it that

when it finally stopped in my second year of university, it

hit me...

Blowing out someone else’s candle doesn’t make yours

shine brighter, getting revenge for those bullies that made

life miserable would do no good. So, I decided to stand

up, talk about it and then forgive. God tells us daily to

forgive those that hurt us and to pray for them. And that is

exactly what I did.

Thank you bullies for creating the strong, committed, and

faithful Me. I have never felt better, and I am reaching for

my dreams with nothing that holds me down from the

past.

Do you have any advice for our readers?

My advice to other would be to “Let 

go of what weighs you down”. And to 

remember “words kill, words give life; 

they’re either poison or fruit- you 

choose”. Proverbs 18:21.

Modelling Achievements from 2015-2020:

• Miss. KHS 2015 1st runner up

• Miss. INTER 2015 1st runner up

• Miss. NWU Eikenhof Winner 2016

• Miss. Patria July finalist 2016

• Miss. Teaching 2nd runner up 2016

• Miss. Wonderstruck Winner 2016

• Miss. Teaching 2nd runner up 2017

• Miss. Patria July Finalist and placed 1st runner up for 

2017

• Tasjahs designs - Model and representative 2017

• Miss. Klerksdorp Record winner 2017.

• Miss. Global photogenic winner 2017

• Charity work at Coobah Klerksdorp for Le Knipe Beaute

fundraiser 2017.

• Miss. Christmas Wonder 2017 1st runner up

• Miss. Campus Finalist 2018 (4 months journey)

• Miss. Fight Night Finalist 2018

• Miss. Klerksdorp Finalist 2019 (4month journey)

• Miss. Klerksdorp Personality 2019

• Miss. Klerksdorp Public choice 2nd runner up 2019

• Beginners level in modelling completed in 2019 at Elle 

Models

• Miss. Stillies 1st Runner up 2019

• Queen of Iceland 1st Runner up 2020

• Miss. Exquisite Beauty Winner 2020

• Miss. Exquisite Senior Smile 2nd runner up 2020

• Miss. Global beauty 1st runner up 2020

• Miss. Global beauty Best Senior smile winner 2020

• Face of MG Winner 2020 (1year journey)

• Miss. Exquisite Wildlife Koala 1st runner up

• Miss. Exquisite Wildlife Lion 1st runner up

• Miss. Exquisite Wildlife ladybug 3rd runner up

• Miss. Exquisite Wildlife Rhino 4th runner up

• Miss. Exquisite Wildlife Dolphin 5th runner up   

INSTAGRAM: 

@belinz_fouche & 

@carpediem_makeupb

Interview with Belinda Fouché



Introducing Carina Terclavers
MS. Unseen 2020 Finalist



I am the mother of 2 beautiful girls, a Wife and I manage 2

companies. I was diagnosed with fibromyalgia (chronic

pain syndrome) and struggle daily due to the symptoms of

this syndrome. These are only a few things that inspire me

and push me to try and inspire those around me.

Helping the less fortunate is a huge passion of mine and I

love giving back as often as I can and I hope I am able to

inspire more people to do so. When I was 18 I was in a

physically abusive relationship, which had left me

questioning myself as well as my worth. It took 13 years for

me to work through the trauma and realise that I am no

longer a victim, but a survivor.

However, throughout this journey I became my last priority.

I stopped looking after myself mentally and physically.

Once I put myself at the end of my own list looking after

myself became something I put off, a year ago I realised

that my poor self-image was starting to rub off on my

daughters and marriage. It was then that I decided I

needed to change, not just for me, but for my daughters

who deserve a strong role model, and my husband.

My goal was to work on all aspect of myself, body & soul. I

believe that since I made this conscious change in my life I

have become a better version of myself.

I am stronger mentally and 

physically, more confident and I am 

overall a happier, healthier person 

because of it.

I am by no means perfect, but some things I strive to

achieve daily are making a difference in the world (no

matter how small), taking pride in my appearance and

being humble. When we look at social media and life in

general we can see that it is full of negativity and the idea
that woman cannot stand together as a confined whole.

I strive to be a caring woman, that will still speak my mind,

who will advocate for the unity of woman, as we should

stand tall together rather than put each other down.

How Ms. Unseen has changed and 

impacted me

My journey has by no means been a easy one as I have

taken up opening a new business in lockdown, have

struggled greatly with my fibromyalgia due to the stress,

but I have pushed on with my training so I can be healthier

for myself and my family. I have made time for all my

duties as a mother, wife, friend, business woman and for

Ms. Unseen. It has been a great challenge for me but I

have found:

• I am more humble seeing the world around me for

what it is

• Have learnt to think outside of the box to reach my

goals

• Realised how important it is to help others as well as

know when to ask for help for myself Use resources to

my disposal to ensure I make it

• Reach out to others around me and my husband has

been amazing supporting me reach my goals

• See my purpose more clearly as a mother, wife,

business woman and public figure

• Realize the worth of sponsors and what it is to be a

brand ambassador for others and my own brand

• Set deadlines for myself to make sure I get it all done

• Am kinder to the ones around me as I see they are also

trying

• Realized that people around me look up to me and

that I need to take the reigns and step up to the plate

• Found my style personality

• Understand the power of social media and good

content

• Am comfortable in my own skin- self love and showing

others how to achieve it

Now know that it is ok to put yourself first sometimes to

reach your dreams but being grateful for the ones helping

me

get there.

I am in the proses of becoming a brand ambassador for

Stand United 2021.

Community work/GBV awareness 

campaign

I reached out to MES Kempton park, who work with

families in distress. I partnered up with them to spread the

word around about GBV as well as the importance of

speaking up on the matter.

They have an onsite social worker who is there to help

these families that are in distress and then continues to

work with them long term about how to manage and

cope with the aftermath of domestic violence and abuse.

Pamphlets were handed out to the families who received

food parcels every month to create awareness around

GBV and Stand united SA.

I am helping them to create a program where they can

refer more individuals to Stand United SA to get the help

they need and to understand that abuse is in no way ok,

nor is it a situation you cannot escape.

What do I intend to do with the Ms. 

Unseen title

I would like to be considered for Ms. Unseen 2020 because

the title holder needs to reflect their inner beauty, be

humble, have a passion to spread awareness and put a

stop to GBV as well as be an ambassador for real woman.

If I were to hold the title of Ms. Unseen 2020 I would wear

the crown with grace and elegance and make Unseen

proud, I am also a brand ambassador for Stand United SA

to continue to build awareness for GBV and help

advocate for the women and men of South Africa that

self-love and being content with oneself is the most

important thing.

I would also be there for next year’s entrants to help and

guide them with style, social media as well as image

consulting. I would attend all required events for Ms.

Unseen as well attend other events to represent Ms.

Unseen 2020. I also plan on continuing to help the

organizations and charities that I am involved in. I feel Ms.

Unseen SA should be body positive and promote healthy

living for a better and happier you.

Ms Unseen must make lasting impact on the ones around

her.

Quote

“I have survived because the fire inside me burns brighter

than the fire around me” - Joshua Graham

Social media - What I achieved on 

social media and Media

• Appeared on Jou Radio and spoke about my life story,

Ms. Unseen as well as Stand united SA

• Advertised on #momlife group for the month of

September about Ms. Unseen and Stand United SA

• Did a live with Celeste Loubser on my life story and Ms.

Unseen

• Did a live with a fellow contestant about our Ms.

Unseen journey

• Had a live about Ms. Unseen with Charina

• Met up with Ryno from Stand United to talk more about

how I can help the organization

• Shared our sponsors on my Instagram and Facebook

feed and stories weekly

• I reached out to companies whose products and

services I believed in and I am now brand ambassadors

for them- posting for them weekly
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Marchelle
Photo credit: Bronwyn Katzke



Tiffany (photo left)

Tiffany started modeling at the age of 16 as my mom who was a

presenter at a local radio station was very worried about my

being a shy girl that hated even Team activities.

I won the competition and she entered me in another. I love

modeling as it gives me the opportunity to meet new people to

learn new skills and to still do my own thing.

I do a lot of charity and by doing that I help people in my

community that needs help and motivate young girls to believe

that they can achieve anything.

From my achievements includes Teen Miss Eastern cape, 1St

runner up teen Miss Port Elizabeth, Miss Nelson Mandela Bay, Miss

Diamonds SA 1st runner up , international junior Miss SA 2nd

runner up , I have qualified for talent Africa and talent America

and obtained my EC provincial colors and my South African

national colors in modeling and lots more, I have various

photogenic competitions titles and my modeling had opens

opportunities for me to do online advertising for Shakti Shanti

beach wear, Sage boutique and Boskop a local clothing brand.

I have 3 national pageants coming up in 

2021 and is looking forward to 

competing.  

Pageant News South Africa

Etienne (photo right)

Modeling School: Sophisticate Models

Photo Credit: Pro Design Photographers

(Liezel Barrows)

Dressed By: Heinz in Style

My name is Etienne Vermaak and my interests

are coding and robotics. I currently hold the

title Mr. Jnr. Petite Teen SA 2020 that was held

a few months ago by Pageants SA. I will be

using my title as a platform to raise funds for

my charities which is the SPCA and

Maranatha Streetworkers Trust.

Modelling is my passion and 

it has helped me a lot with 

my self-confidence.

Minke (photo right)

Nouvelle Models Kathu

33andMe Talent Agency

Photo credit - Cindy Barendse

Dress - Genesis Couture

My name is Minke Barendse. I am from the mining town

Kathu in heart of the Kalahari Northern Cape. I am a

model at Nouvelle Models Kathu and also signed with

33andMe Talent Agency. I hold a number of titles, but

my most recent title is the one, is the one.

I am most proud of - The Official Miss Northern Cape

(Pre-Teen 13-15). Holding this title comes with the

responsibility of proudly representing my Province and

making a difference in the lives of local children

through charity work. One of my goals is to one day

help create opportunities for more local talented

children to step into the modeling and talent industry.

My motto: "Little girls with dreams, become woman with

vision."

Lyla (photo left)

Agency: Gemini Model & Talent Agency

Photo Credit: Gemini Model & Talent Agency

I am Lyla Galant a spontaneous and outgoing teen model from

Ladismith. I am the captain of our netball team and also a

prefect at our school.I have a huge passion for acting and I

absolutely love being in front of the camera. In my free time I

enjoy reading, exercising and flaunting in front of the camera.

I am currently a model and actress at Gemini Modeling and

Talent Agency. I live my life too the following saying by Mahatma

Ghandi you must be the change you wish to see in the world.

Gender based violence is one of the most devastating social

challenges facing our young democracy.

Everyday we hear about abuse against women and children, it is

our responsibility to take stand against the abuse of women and

children.

I am a proud farm girl who simply wants 

to inspire young girls to always follow 

their dreams, no matter where you come 

from, what's important is where you're 

heading.

Achievements :

• Miss Spring 2020

• First Princess of Miss Autumn 2020

• Photos published in the PPMC Magazine

• Catwalk show for Deja Vu Vintage House

Almelize (photo right)

Modeling school: Nouvelle models Kathu

Agency: 33andme Talent Agency

• Former Miss SA Pre Teen 2021

• Former Miss Pre Teen Northern Cape 2020-2021

• Modeling Runway

I'm inspired by Modeling , acting and singing.

When I grow up I would like to become a Vet and

help Pets. My Goal in life is become the best I can

be to give to the less fortunate people in life that's

why I'm on my way know to open my own Charity

campaign to help children mothers and everyone.

Modeling isn't just a sport but its a passion of mine. I

have been modeling for 6 years now, and won

numerous completions and pageants.

Build a dream not an obsession and u are well on

your way to become what u believe to become.

Kuhlekwethu (photo right)

Kuhlekwethu Lushaba is 5 year old little model

from Durban KZN, He is inspired by his Big Sister

SIPHOSAMI, He has done a lot of High Fashion

Shows and pageants, He has passion for

modeling and has mastered the ramp at the

age of 3.

He is looking forward to becoming Mr Teen

World one day, He also loves charity work, He

has worked with Miss Hibberdene KZN to give

back in a small rural of Hibberdene community.

His winning campaign was for October Breast

awareness month where He gave little sweets

tokens with a pink ribbon to remind Ladies to do

breast cancer check-up's before the end of

October.

Marchelle (photo left)

Photo credit: Bronwyn Katzke

I am a proud mommy of 2 very sporty teens who enjoys each

moment next to the track and netball court and never misses

a game/meet. During the day I manage a Fitness Club. Home

time is a buzz of homework, supper and social gathering with

friends. I love to help out with charity work and recently

completed a Humanitarian Certification course.

I have done some Pageants over the years which included

Mrs Sky Nations, Mrs Legs SA, Mrs Middleburg, to name a few.

This year I am back winning Mrs Face of Elegance 2020, Mrs

Face of Edenvale 2020, and a mini PPMC Photogenic

Pageant Mrs Summer Rain 2020 so far this year.

My goals are very simple, to bring about positive change in

everyone I meets lives. To add some sparkle and glitter when

days are tough for those around me.

A genuine smile from a close friend or 

stranger is what drives me to be a 

better person. Looking at my supportive 

husband and understanding children 

motivates me to do more.



Bennedette 
Photo credits: Willem Botha



Caitlin (photo left)

Agency or Modelling School: Ace Models Cape Town North

Photo Credits: Melanie Adams

My name is Caitlin Adams, I’m 13 years old and reside in

Worcester in the Western Cape. I have loved pageants ever

since I can remember, with my first one being in 2015 with Little

Miss Mountain Mill Mall where I placed 2nd Princess. From then

on I was determined more than ever to go out and make a

success.

I have entered a few more pageants since then namely:

• Miss Worcester,

• Little Miss Mountain Mill,

• Miss Cape Rose,

• Miss Glitz and Glam

• Miss Royal Duchess

as well as Miss Western Province which I first entered in 2019

where I placed 2nd Princess. Seeing pageantry from a different

light as Miss Western Province is a working title, I decided to

enter again this year.

With Covid and all the restrictions around what I could do, I was

determined to give it my all leading up to the days of the

pageant. Entering Miss Western Province, I had to do a lot of

charity work, whether it be giving out meals or just giving my

time. I worked every day to ensure that I could be a good

ambassador not only to myself but to others competing against

me.

On the 17th October 2020 I was ready as I could every be and

this day culminated in the hard work that I had put in, in the

previous weeks. The morning started off with interviews with

various questions being asked from who is my role model, to

why I feel I should win the title. Walking out of that interview I felt

confident that I had done the best that I could and presented

the judges with a charity portfolio showing my work. I then got

ready for the pageant part of the competition and gave it my

all, and walked that ramp confidently and with so much grace,

proud to have done what I have.

When they called my section Miss Junior Teen, I was awarded

the following Most Personality, Public Choice, Best Interview,

Best Interview Wear, Best Ramp, Best Charity Portfolio and was

awarded 2nd place for Charity. I was crowned Miss Junior Teen

Western Province 2020 and at the end of the evening I was

crowned Overall Western Province Ambassador 2020. I was so

excited, overjoyed, overwhelmed at the win that I cried.

My goal is to give back to my community, to work my titles that

has been entrusted to me by the judges as well as the

organizers. I want to use my title to show everyone that “ A

winner is a dreamer that never gives up”, to go out there and

work for what you want. I want to tell everyone that put your

goals and dreams on paper and be determined to want to

achieve them.

What motivates me is my family, as they push me every day to

want to do more for myself as well as for others. I am motivated

by the fact that I to can make a difference, even if it is a little

one.

Sarah (photo right)

Modelling school: RVT Modeling School

Photo credit: Nadia Langedyk Photography

Sarah is a very hardworking young lady, 

she is always happiest when she working 

towards a goal and that’s why lockdown 

level 5 & 4 were so hard for her.

As a Miss Jnr South Africa 2020 finalist, she was very excited about

attending the pageant in Pretoria earlier this year, in March, but

one week before departure the pageant had to be postponed

due to Covid-19. It was very hard to stay motivated, and to keep

up with her training, when the goal posts had been moved and no-

one knew when or if anything would ever be as they were before.

She continued attending modelling classes on Zoom, but it wasn’t

the same… she missed her modelling friends and practising in front

of the coaches personally.

The date of the pageant was postponed twice before Carolyn

Botha, the organiser, decided to host the competition digitally

instead. This was a bold and brave decision, and once the dates

were set, Sarah felt more determined than ever to achieve what

she had set out to do in March.

She started practising every day again and even had to learn a

few new things, like being interviewed by judges on Zoom, how to

make eye contact with the judges on a video and how to best

work her angels for photo submissions of each outfit. It really was

just as much work as a live pageant! In fact, it was much more

stressful because all the judging rounds were not done over 4 days,

it was over 4 weeks and the wait made it far more stressful… but it

was all worth it in the end.

Sarah not only won the main title for her age group: Miss Pre-Teen

South Africa 2020, she also received numerous other titles and

awards:

• Awards: Pre-Teen Miss Best in Interview and Pre-Teen Miss Best

Interview Wear, as well as Best of the Best Junior Female

Interview.

• Miss Pre-Teen Face of South Africa 2020 for receiving the most

SMS votes in her age group.

• Miss Pre-Teen Universe SA 2020, which is an international title

allowing her to compete at Little Miss Universe in Turkey.

• Jnr Miss Charity SA 2020 for raising the most money for charity out

of all the 3-12 year old female contestants.

• And the cherry on top of the cake: Junior Female Overall

Highest Score.

(That's a total of 2 tiaras, 4 sashes, 6 certificates and a plaque)

Her family and friends were so proud of her and, although she was

extremely proud of herself, she felt a sense of relief – all that hard

work had paid off. She did miss competing in a live pageant; she

missed meeting the other finalists in her age group (she loves

making new friends), she missed the excitement and nerves of

pageant week and she missed having her name called out on

stage in front of a live audience, but she now had an unusual story

to share; how she participated and won a pageant during a

pandemic.

It is sad that she will only be able to work her title for 7 months,

before she must crown next year’s winner, but she will make the

most of the time she has and still put in 12 months’ worth of effort,

commitment and love, she will still use this title to make a difference

and she will still carry the crown with pride. She aims to be the best

possible ambassador she can be by using the words of Roald Dahl:

“Somewhere, inside all of us, is the power to change the world” to

keep her inspired during her reign.

Pageant News South Africa

Willie (photo left)

Modelling School:  Younique Modelling 

Academy

Agency:  33 and Me Talent Agency

Photographer:  Danzfuss Photography

Modelling is not only a hobby to me, it is a

Career Choice!

I started modelling in 2017 and since

starting my modelling career have

achieved titles like Mr Rainbow Nations

2019,

Mr Tourism SA 2019 and I have been

invited to represent South Africa in New

York at the largest talent convention in

the World, IMTA.

I feel proud of all my accomplishments

and would like to one day be able to

share my experiences and knowledge

with other aspiring models in the industry.

I believe that you do not have to be

Great to Start, but you have to Start to be

Great!

Lehanke (photo left)

Agency: Coached by Tem

Lehanke Beets (9) competed at the annual

Mini Miss RSA competition from 24-27 October

at Wawielpark. She was crowned Petite Miss

RSA 2020/ 21. Girls from across South Africa

participated at this prestigious event.

The girls had to do interviews, casual wear-

and eveningwear ramps and was judged by

a panel of judges from different sectors in the

industry over 3 days. Lehanke also

participated in the optional items

Spokesmodel, Top Model and Talent.

She received 4th place overall in the junior

category for Top Model and was also

selected as the 2nd highest overall achiever

for the competition (juniors and seniors). She

been doing modelling for the past 4 years and

is part of Coached by Tem modelling school.

As their coach Temieke Streicher always says:

"Become the best version of yourself".



Diane
Photo Credit: Bianca Smit Photography



Yolandri (photo left)

Agency: Sky Models

Photo credit : Leandri van Staden

Photography

I'm the vibrant Yolandri better known as Yollie,

my bubbly personality and caring heart won

me this prestigious title Sweetheart Rolemodel

2020 at the Mini Miss RSA 2020 competition.

The journey was one not to forget, every

moment was spectacular, from the arrival to

last day of the crowning.

I want to thank Drieka van Staden (Director

Mini Miss RSA) for this amazing competition

and giving every beauty queen the

opportunity to show of their talents and

rolemodel skills. I can't wait to represent South

Africa in America in 2022.

Chelldre (photo right)

Agency: Vogue catwalk models East Rant

Photographer: Marchell Swanepoel 

Pageant: Toddler and Tween of the World

The competition was very tuff. I was the

baby in the group and only turned 8 in

may the girls I walked with was already 9.

I came 3 in my division 

with few awards. This is a 

great kids pageant.

Michelé (photo left)

Agency: Coached by Tem

I am Michelé Beets, and I am 5 years old. This weekend

I Won Mini Miss RSA 2020/2021. What an Experience,

One of the Best Competitions. We Laughed, Played

and Played and Played.

The Competition was hosted at Wawielpark. And it

was Lots of fun. We had to do interviews, evening wear

and casual ramp. Aunty Drieka Van Staden hosted

this Pageant. I am honored to have this Title, and 2020

we can Represent SA in America.

My hobbies are Modeling and Dancing. One day I

want a pink Flamingo. With Rainbow colors wings. This

is my favorite animal.

Thank you to all my supporters, and All their love.

Melinda (photo right)

Photo credit: Luné Coulson

My name is Melinda Hugo, I have won some baby

competitions when I was a little girl, now that I am big, I

can also dream big! This year I have won 2 crowns and 3

sashes. Posing is so much fun, one day I would love to

have this as a career.

I would also love to be part of a modeling school or

agency to help me reach my goals. For fun I do ballet

and chess. At night I love reading books with my mom,

she is my biggest fan and motivates me to do my best

with everything I do.

Thato (photo left)

Agency or Modeling School: Limpopo Beauty Academy

Photographer: Kiley Kreation

I started my modeling career by the age of eleven, it was

September 2016. Being the shortest in the class and with a darker

skin colour I lost my self confidence and being bullied at school I

decided to be a model.

It was not an easy path as people had a mind set of all models

wear revealing cloths . I had to focus on charity work and

break the myth by being a role model. I lost a lot of pageant

and that made me to loss hope on my goal. My parents

supported me to remain focus , work hard and to have a

motto" Life has no remote. Get up and change it yourself“

again there is no sweet without sweat.

My greatest achievement was to be nominated for Miss Paris

International Photogenic 2019 finalist and I was able to bring

back home the title of Miss Paris Supreme Queen 2019. On my

Journey I have obtained 32 Tittles so far , Queen of North 2020 ,

overall Queen of the North 2020, 1st Princess ,2nd Princess miss

Polokwane 2019 – Queen of Savannah Mall 2017, 1st Princess-

Queen of the North 2018, 2nd Princess- Queen of Observer

2018etc.

I got motivated  by the quote which says" 

investing in yourself is the best investment 

you will ever make .It will not improve 

your life, it will improve the lives of those 

around you.    

Diane (photo right)

Photo Credit: Bianca Smit Photography

I am Diane Nel, blessed with the most supportive husband and my

three beautiful children, daughter 20, Son 18 and my little boy 11

years of age, each so unique in their own way. I am a business

owner. Former Mrs Western Cape 2013 2nd runner up, Mrs

Personality 2013, Former Mrs Cape Town 2014 and former Mrs
Mzantzi Africa 2017. I am the Ambassador for GGH Beauty

Essentially you and Face of GGH Beauty Essentially you and a

Proud Mrs African United Continent 2021 Finalist.

My experience in life shaped me as the person I am today. I went

through stages in my life that made me stronger and wiser. It

taught me to try and use the bad and see some good coming out

of it. It is like the saying.. "Every cloud has a silver lining"

My experiences made me decide to go out there and be the best

version of myself. Women, including me, are sometimes to hard on

themselves and that is not healthy. Rather take that experience

and be an example to others how to positively overcome any

obstacles.

Just believe that every day is a good day

but YOU must choose to see it.

I firmly believe that every person must set a goal in life. That makes

life exciting. My heart's goal, as a Mrs African United Continent

2021 finalist is to bring back the title from Gauteng to Cape Town.

My passion was and still is to make a difference in people's lives.

Women and children are very important to me because we as

women are God's greatest creation and therefore we must

celebrate being a woman. My goal is to show women not what I

achieved in life but what I can offer others. Having said that, to

have the platform as a Mrs African United Continent 2021 title I

believe that I can and will achieve my goal.

Pursue your Passion and share your Blessings with Others. But most

important...Support and Love the people that is important to you.

This motivates me every day..

Mrs Cape Town 2014

Mrs Mzantzi Africa 2017

Mrs African United Continent 2021 Finalist

Inam (photo left)

Agency: Sophisticate Models

Photo credit: Pro design photographers

Greetings South Africa, My name is Inam Gqobele I'm from the

Eastern Cape, in the beautiful city famously known as the windy

city Port Elizabeth. I'm ten years old and currently doing grade 5 at

Sydenham primary. My hobbies are reading and writing, Netball,

Modelling is my Passion.

My goals are to growing my brand as a Model, be an international

model. Academically I want to be a doctor and help those in

need of medical attention.

Winning from the Miss Jnr. SA competition has motivated me more

on wanting to give back to the world and closely my community.

Being involved in charity work with my community and my

province keeps me going.

My titles are :-

• Miss Pre-Teen Globe SA 2020

• Miss Pre-teen Jnr. SA 2nd princess 2020

• Miss Mini-teen Eastern Cape Ambassador

• Face of South Africa 1st Princess 2020, Photogenic Award

• 1st Runner up Miss East Cape teen 2020

• Miss International Princess 2019

• Miss International interview 2019

• 2nd runner up Talent Award 2019

• 2nd runner up Model Award 2019

• 3rd runner up Beauty Award 2019

• Top achiever Award 2019 Sophisticate Models

• Miss Greenacres Pre teen 1st runner up 2019

Pageant News South Africa



Tshepang
@tshepang.rsa

2nd Princess Miss Teen Mphahlele

Miss Teen South Africa 2020 Finalist



Yolandri (photo left)

Agency: Sky Models

Photo credit : Leandri van Staden Photography

I'm the vibrant Yolandri better known as Yollie, my

bubbly personality and caring heart won me this

prestigious title Sweetheart Rolemodel 2020 at the

Mini Miss RSA 2020 competition. The journey was one

not to forget, every moment was spectacular, from

the arrival to last day of the crowning.

I want to thank Drieka van Staden (Director Mini Miss

RSA) for this amazing competition and giving every

beauty queen the opportunity to show of their

talents and rolemodel skills.

I can't wait to represent South

Africa in America in 2022.

Chelldre (photo right)

Agency: Vogue catwalk models East Rant

Photographer: Marchell Swanepoel 

Pageant: Toddler and Tween of the World

The competition was very tuff. I was the

baby in the group and only turned 8 in

may the girls I walked with was already 9.

I came 3 in my division with

few awards. This is a great

kids pageant

Helen (photo left)

Photo credit: John David Filmalter

Make-up artist: Nicky’s Closet & Hair: Charmaine Botha

I live by my favorite quote, “BE KIND, you never know what the

person next you is facing” It takes nothing from you to be kind,

you smile or nice greeting may change someone’s day. I

wasn’t always a confident person, and getting into a big

crowd of people would get me nervous, so after loosing a bet

with Andries du Preez on that I should get to modeling/model

competitions.

Be on stage in front of many people, that would be my last

day on earth. But it was actually a life changer for me, learned

so much on who I am and whom I meant to be, you can only

be your unique self.

I have won my 1st subtitle in 2013 – Mrs Black Pearl of the

Highveld. And my love for charity was confirmed. 2014 – I was

crowned Mrs Middelburg, and to make it more special we

were “Kwela Dorp van die Jaar”.

This was a very special year of reign for me. Some other titles

include – Mrs Nkangala Village 2015, Mrs Cultural Heartland

2016 and a few photogenic competitions.

2017 I got to be in the Top 12 of Mrs Mpumalanga, although I

didn’t place in the top 3, this was where I realized how much I

have grown and being able to inspire other on how to grow

your confidence.

It is great to be able to work and give back to charity and

communities, work closely with CANSA Highveld and was

privileged to be on the committee for 2 years, planning and

doing event to raise funds to assist the Cancer Association.

My goals is to keep working hard in whatever I do, at my work

place and in my personal life. I am a perfectionist in what I do,

sometimes a bit to much, that OCD levels a bit high, but it

makes me “ME” Get up and never give up is what motives me,

always work on bettering yourself and most of all, LOVE

yourself!

Ayanda (photo right)

My name is Ayanda Thabethe, I'm a 20 year old born and bred

eMgungundlovu, KwaZulu-Natal. I've lived in multiple areas of

Pietermaritzburg but I am now currently in Taylor's Halt otherwise

known as Ngaphezulu.

I'm currently pursuing a degree in Dietetics and Human Nutrition at

the University of KwaZulu-Natal, on the PMB campus. My core interests

are on obesity and malnutrition which work hand-in-hand with mental

health, in my opinion these three conditions are the biggest problems

that our country is facing.

I hope to do my Masters year study specifically on these topics and

aim to find real solutions that can be implicated in our everyday lives

to resolve them.

My life experiences thus far have taught me to never give up

regardless of the outcome or situations I may find myself in, because

of this attitude I have adopted countless skills that I believe have

made me stronger, the Ayanda that I'm proud to be today. Qualities

that can only be fortified with age.

This year I have been fortunate enough to be a finalist for the Miss

KZN Queen pageant. Pageantry has played a huge role in shaping

my mind and how I perceive the world. Talking about real life issues

and how they can be combated allows me to be fully aware of

what's happening around me, and encourages me to want to do

better.

I am ready to support our beautiful country and the diversity that we

have, I want to be a beacon of light for those who feel as if they're in

the dark - a catalyst for change, if you will.

Charlize (photo left)

Agency: Vogue catwalk models Meyerton

Reach for the stars but never forget about 

the beautiful flowers growing at your feet, 

this is my motto I live by. 

Good day readers, I am the thirteen year old Charlize Ferreira. I

am a proud learner at my school, I have a passion for art

photography and music, my dream is to one day become a

actress of further my career and become a singer / songwriter.

This past week I competed at Mini Miss RSA, this was by far the

most exciting pageant I have ever attended. I got the meet the

brilliant Dante Swart in person and she is such an inspiration to

me.

We had interviews on our first day this was a first for me and I was

very nervous but the judges was so friendly next year I'll definitely

know what to expect

Day 2 we had fun time and team building this was really a great

experience as everyone worked together like models should.

Everyone supported each other and cheered each other on.

Day 3 was casual and formal ramp. Aunty Eileen from Sparkle

and shine made my beautiful dress for formal ramp. I was really

blown away by all the contestant and parents who cheered for

every single contestant and not just their own kids.

Michaela Lessing last years Rolemodel title holder came to give

me a pep talk and helped calm my nerves after formal ramp

and this really helped so much because when I did my casual

ramp everyone saw a huge difference. Thank you Michaela you

are truly living up to your title.

Day 4 was Crowning and on stage questions as well as last years

title holders doing their victory walk.

This was really a moment of tears lots and lots of tears, to see

how each title holder has grown and supported each other.

That's what you call family

My coach Charmain Swart has trained me really well and

supported me every step of the way. I left mini Miss RSA 2020

crowned as 2nd princess and this has just made my year!

Thank you to everyone who believed in 

me and supported me. 
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Ria (photo right)

I am Ria Love, an inspirational educator with a purpose. I was

involved in a horrific car accident which left me certified

challenged muscular dystrophy , neuropathic disorder and

Cancer.

I continued being a bubbly lively person living a secret life in

denial of Cancer until the signs were there and suicide was my

only way out. After 4 failed attempts and a spiritual beating

from GOD I decided to fight back day by day climbing the

never-ending stairway to recovery.

Actively involved in various campaigns internationally and local

mentoring coaching and uplifting people from all walks of life .I

am the founder of A Journey Beyond Inspiration currently over

2000 followers all across the world.

I am currently writing my book "My Journey Beyond Inspiration"

My dream is to build a foundation/centre /school for disabled

adults and kids that's feels segregated in life, cancer and

suicide Gender based violence counselling ,old people's love

centre.

It may be a big dream and after waking up to many spiritual

encounters I believe it is not impossible..... I truly believe in

fighting back for what you believe in and never allowing

circumstances to dictate your peace happiness and serenity in

life ...

I am currently a finalist on Ms Unseen 

South Africa thus far it  has  been an 

incredible journey. Together fighting the 

magnificent course behind it.

Maya (photo left)

Agency Name: Yezmodels
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M - For the magical statement I leave

A - for always seeking adventure

Y - Being young, wild and free

A - For having an amazing personality

Kelebogile (photo left)

Titles: Ms Jnr Swartruggens 2010 Ms Jnr Rustenburg 

2012 Ms Karlien park 2012 Ms Valley of Waves 

2013 and overall winner. Ms Jnr Hoërskool

Grenswag winner 2017 Ms Jnr North West 2018 

and photogenic winner Ms Hoërskool Grenswag

winner 2019 and personality winner.



Ria
Ms Unseen South Africa 2020 Finalist



I am Charmaine Samantha Andrea Mofet. I am 25 years

and resident in Eden Park on the east of Rand of

Johannesburg. I have obtain a certificate in adult

Education and I am currently completing my degree in

intermediate and senior phase education. I enjoy

modeling, volley ball and spending time with family and

friends. My philosophy in life is always to do my best and

allow God to do the rest.

My hopes for the near future is to be 

crown the Empress South Africa. I am 

also Semi-finalist of Empress South 

Africa.

I am a hard-working and goal oriented and see no reason

why I can not reach these goals I seat for myself. My

ability is to motivate and lead by example makes me the

perfect leader and team player for organisation team or

company.

Empress South Africa

Empress South Africa is the largest 

beauty with brains and purpose 

online contest in the world. History 

founded in June 2017 This prestigious 

online contest was formed as miss 

Eagle SA. 

With objective of women empowerment using the

leadership symbol of Eagle. After a huge successful

crowning event last year, the concept name was

changed to Empress South Africa empress South Africa

has received our 45,000 application this year and shortlist

only 5000 Contestant However only the top performance
have made it to Semi-finals Empress SA currently has just

over 120 constant spread out across all cities and

province in South Africa

What is Empress South Africa?

Empress South Africa is a women empowerment contest

the beauty with brains and purpose platform to empower

young women to grow and develop themselves by

making a positive impact in their communities.

Is this the first Empress South Africa?

No, Empress South Africa brand is in its 2 de year 3 years a

go concept was launched successful as miss eagle SA.

Empress South Africa the largest first online beauty , brains

and purpose contest in the world history, as there is

hundreds of contestants spread out across all nine

province in South Africa.

Who is the founder of Empress South Africa ?

Empress South Africa is a team effort founder by

established leading lifestyle founded by an established

leading lifestyle news/ media company Eagle media.

Who is the current Miss Empresses and how does she

inspire you?

Her supreme majesty Annikie Rabohla Empress South

Africa 2020. She is a very intelligent and inspiring women,

who is beautiful and Completing her final year in

Journalism. Looking at the effort and dedication it takes to

win this contest one could naturally be inspired by her for

one needs to impowered to have what it takes to win this

contest.

What is the difference between Miss Empress MESE and

Miss Eagle?

The correct name of this contest is Empress South Africa

not Miss Empress so it can not be mixed with an extra

ordinary one for Miss Eagle South Africa. The contest was

successfully launched as Miss Eagle SA but the name is

now change to Empress SA. Miss Eagle SA is still aspect of

contest but only internally

What are your process and means of communication in

this contest ?

In the interest of intellectual property we cannot comment

on our operational process and communication. However

we can say that we use that least technological tools and

social media to communication.

Tell us more about your crowning and will the winner be

selected?

Empress SA Contest go through various levels. Contestant

Semi-finals and finals - the contestant have to progress

through three levels to win the title. Everything is based on

points system and we have different aspects that we have

points on.

What does the winner of the contest receive?

The winner will receive a large cash prizes. She will receive

massive recognition and modeling opportunities. She will

represent South Africa the Empress South Africa brand on

a national level. She will be established as a brand and

have her managed by the pageant. She will become the

face of the brand for new contestant to look up to.

What activities you do in the Empress South Africa contest?

We have many fun activities towards our personal

development and growth. Empress South Africa is truly a

women empowerment contest in every sense of the word.

We get to engage with Celebs get involved in helping

Charity in our personal brand by meeting Various

stakeholders Such as media celebrities business political.

We also identify and grow our own unique talent with the

fun slay and bonus challenges. Empress South Africa helps

us to come out of our comfort zones and face the world, it

also create a powerful business and opportunities net

works amongst women across the country and influence

of being competitive get maintaining a strong Family

fellowship in our miss eagle movement.

How will the next Empress South Africa be chosen and

crowned ?

Empress South Africa is very empowering and inclusive.

Contestant must progress through Semi-finals through the

progress of elimination those contestants who satisfy

through the semi-finals and the finals make a progress the

pre-requisites of each level. Make progress they are given

various tasks such as charity media engagements

brochure ads and sponsor public speaking all finalist will

be rewarded the title of princess.

Finalist level is linked to pageant 

including performance independent 

judges are chosen and Score the top 

finalist on aspects from the top 

winner is selected. 

Please do not forget to Vote for me 

Charmaine M to 35334

Charmaine Samantha Mofet
Empress South Africa Semi-finalist
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Some mistakenly think that confidence is something you

either have or don’t have. That is not true. Every one of us

can build and grow confidence. Even if you feel insecure

and lack self-confidence, it is possible to work on yourself

to acquire it. You are not damaged goods. In fact, you

have unlimited and unknown potential deep inside

yourself. Access your inner confidence with these six

techniques.

Develop Awareness of Your Soul

Your soul is absolutely secure and brimming with self

esteem. But life in this insecure world — experiences that

hurt us — can conceal and disconnect you from your soul

and its inherent confidence, and leave you feeling fearful

and threatened in a hostile world. To access your secure

soul you need to connect to the soul; to be aware of it.

The deeper your awareness, the more profound your

confidence will manifest. You must become confident

with confidence, so to speak; confident with your own

inner soul confidence. To achieve that you need to have

a relationship with your soul.

By communing with your soul – through study, prayer and

good deeds – you can glean energy from the soul’s

inherent confidence.

Shift Your Routines

Sometimes when we cannot access the inner resources

that lay beneath the surface, we need to scrape away

the outer crusts that conceal the energy within.

Psychologically this is called behavioural change: external

change brings internal change. Shift your routines and this

will in turn shift your inner moorings. Shift breeds shift.

Change your habits.

Fake It ‘Til You Make It

One way to create such a shift is to “fake” it — to project

and believe in the possibility even when you are not in the

mood. To act confident even when you may not feel that

way. You’re not being a liar; you are transcending how

you feel and transcending your limiting beliefs, which in

turn free up your inner strengths.

Seek Support

Peer support is also an important factor in gaining

confidence. Beginning from early childhood, the support

we get from our parents (and also the lack of it) directly

affects our level of self-confidence.

When a child is acknowledged and encouraged, assured

and complimented, the child builds courage and learns

to trust him/herself. As a child explores it’s surrounding,

observe how s/he looks for affirmation from parents and

adults. Even if your childhood resulted in a lack of

confidence, there is always hope. Find supportive friends

and mentors who can support you in making your unique

contribution to the world.

Be Around Confident People

Another powerful way to behaviorally build self-

confidence is to be around confident people.

Confidence is contagious. Spending time with secure

people will always nurture your soul’s inner confidence,

just as hanging around insecure people will always feed

your insecurities.

Make Other People Feel Confident

It’s a mirror image: Confidence breeds confidence;

security feeds security. You usually make others feel as you

are; you project what you are and you are what you

project. Confident and secure people make others feel

the same. Insecure people make others feel insecure.
Help others feel confident, and it will come back and

bring you confidence in return.

Six Ways to 
Gain 

Confidence

I am the 16 year old Zeldine Voss from Fochville, Gauteng;

an energetic, loving, friendly, born leader, with a

extroverted personality. I am a grade 10 student at

Hoerskool Fochville and I'm studying in the medical field.

I am adventurous, challenging and a mature individual

who is very open-minded, goal oriented, ambitious,

talented and passionate about the future. Who is always

helpful and supportive to those around me.

I have learned to set my goals high, 

to ensure that I reach my targets. 

I perform well under pressure. I consider myself a humble

young girl, who lives out her talent in every possible way, a

child artist, who loves modeling, dancing singing and

acting. As a model I am working towards building myself

into a brand.

In the next 5 years I would like to become a public figure

and a charity event hostess. My hobbies includes

modeling, dancing, singing, and socializing. I value the

people around me from the past to my present who has

influenced me into becoming the very young girl that I

am.

I have a wonderful support structure 

such as my loving family and friends 

and my community. 

For the past 14 years I've been involved in pageant

modeling and recently started photography modeling.

I've been passionate about modeling from a very young

age, it is one thing that makes me the happiest, because I

do it with so much fortitude and confidence. My modeling

career started by chance when I entered my first

pageant in kindergarten. With hardly no experience, I won

the competition Miss Losbekkies 2010. Two years later I

won Miss Westonaria 2012 and officially started in a

modeling school.

Find your passion and be determined and always be the

hardest worker in the room. It did not happen overnight! It

took me years of hard work, determination and

dedication to achieve my goal- being selected by Little

King and Queen World Pageants to represent South Africa

in Europe and bringing home the title of Little Queen

World 2019 as well as Grand Prix little Queen Talent 2019.

I believe that modeling is not just about a title and that is

why I was willing to give my crown away in kindergarten to

my fellow contestant who started crying, to me it is more

about getting to a place where you can have a huge

platform and audience to raise awareness on import

causes and to benefit the less fortunate people and

places in need and to inspire others.

Being part of Little King and Queen World Pageants SA

Team, helps us to create more awareness and obtain

more support for charities in Gauteng.

During this harsh economic recession Little King and

Queen World SA Pageant's title holders donated to

charities in Gauteng during this Pandemic to help where

they can. I have a huge love nature and passionate love

for animals. If I could I would love to give a loving home to

every stray animal, so that they can be loved, fed, warm

and safe.

You can't help everyone, but you can try to make a

difference in someone's life, be kind and humble and do

more than just exist; because I believe that if you do

good, good things will happen to you. Be your own role

model. I pride myself as an example to young girls who

was born and raised in a small town by single parents like

me, because you can't choose your background but you

define your future believe in your dream and strive to be

better you are here on earth for a purpose.

I dream of impacting the World positively, and I would

love to have my own orphanage but in this case the

children will already be adopted by me. I am also

studying to become a Cardiologist to save lives and bring

a change into this world. I have had the dream to be an

ambassador of one of the smallest and most vulnerable

charities around me.

Modeling has taught me to be a strong independent

individual and to embrace myself, while dancing taught

me to enjoy what I do and to improvise when something is

forgotten because we are all human and we all make

mistakes. Make your mistakes, but get up when you fall

cause not every helping hand wish you the best.

My moto in life would be: to be a star 

you have to aim for the moon you 

would not have been here if God 

does not have something for you in 

store, Jeremiah 29:11. If have a vision 

make it a mission to be successful in 

live.

Social media handles:

Instagram: @zeldine_voss2406

Facebook: @Zeldine voss

https://vosszeldine.weebly.com

Make-up artist: "Sister" Victoria Voss 

Modeling school: Body fit fashions @bffsandra@gmail.com

Introducing Zeldine Voss 
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I started to dance at the age of 3 years. I participate at Talent

Africa where the CEO of Talent Africa, Melanie Ashcroft and her

daughter Nicola Ashcroft scouted me and introduced me to

Photogenic modelling. The Photogenic modelling determined

me to try out modelling.

In 2015 I was Crowned as Miss Serengeti and it motivated me in

going forward with modelling. In 2017 I was crowned as Face of

Talent Africa Mpumalanga. I was the overall winner of Talent

Africa in 2018 and received a free trip to talent America in New

York City. My catalogue photo won 1st place at Talent America

and my photo featured in their Competition Magazine. I

received a 3rd Place for Casual and a 3rd place for Formal

Modelling at Talent America.

I was also scouted by a Dance Company named Vanessa

Long Dance company at the Talent America Competition. In

2020 I was crowned overall SNR FACE OF TALENT AFRICA

INLAND.

My goals is to be the best dancer and model that I can be.

I would love to get my foot in, in the Model Industry so that if it

was my destiny, I would love to feature on a front page, of a

Fashion Magazine, Nationally or Internationally.

May my story be motivation for 

someone else to see that I started with a 

Vacation crown working myself up to an 

Overall Face.

Hlamalane (photo right)
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I am highly motivated and energy driven. I

have dreams and goals I aim to achieve. I

decided to embark on this journey because I

am on a journey of self discovery. This is a

stepping stone for me to reach another level,

the level of self growth and self empowerment.

I believe in Ubuntu and would like to give back

to my community as I encourage the young

ones that dreams do come true if you work

hard and believe. 2nd princess of Miss Winter

Angel SA.

Tarryn (photo left)

Modeling school: Vogue catwalk Kimberley

Photo credit: mommy

My name is Tarryn Mackay, I was born and

raised in the beautiful Diamond City of Kimberley.

My hobbies are reading and playing hockey,

because it relaxes my mind and keep me fit.

What I have learned throughout my journey as a

TTW finalist was, giving and sharing in my

community to the less fortunate without

expecting anything in return. My motto is - to be

the change and make a difference in someone's

life.

Bhekuzinde (photo right)

Agency: ABM Foundation
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My name is Bhekuzinde Nobunga from Mbombela In

Mpumalanga Province. I won the following titles :

• Face Of Mbombela 2017/18

• The first ever Mr Mpumalanga 2018

• Mr South Africa 2019 2nd Prince

The journey from the very beginning has 

been one of pure excitement and 

anticipation.

Each title represented an opportunity of stepping into the

unknown by not being able to know the outcome. because of

that it made each and every step of the journey more

memorable.

I’ve been blessed enough to not only accomplish the

opportunity to be a title holder, but also along with each title

work with people who have now become business partners,

some friends and some even became family.

From Face of Mbombela I learnt a lot about humility and has

reflected quite a lot in my life and helped me into the next title

as MR Mpumalanga. Mr Mpumalanga taught me the

importance of unity and cooperation with others. With Mr SA I

realized the gift of brotherhood and again unity, regardless of

race, background, religion we’re all brothers we may be

diverse, but that’s where our strength is, it’s in our diversity that

we unite and choose to express humility and compassion

towards others.

The entire journey through the titles have just all cascaded into

this new wonderful perspective on life and being able to

motivate and change peoples lives for the better even in the

smallest way I can. Just being able to help someone, being

able to motivate someone and being able bless someone.

Naledi (photo left)

Earlier this year I decided to enter Miss and Mrs

Township South Africa. At first the name caught

my attention, further research had me falling in

love with their mission, vision and core values. Due

to Covid-19 auditions were postponed and later

moved online. I remember not knowing how to

properly represent myself, who I am, all stand for,

vision and goals in my 2 minute audition video.

Looking back I realize that life changing moments

do not have a script. You just have to be yourself,

know yourself and most importantly be honest to

your dreams and goals. I stand for change, to

have the youth realize and unleash their highest

potential. My short term goal is to create an

empowerment programme where we will

be teaching life and business skills.

Coach, identify and nurture talent and skills. While

offering a number of recreational activities. The

aim here is to get children off the streets while

offering the youth various opportunities. I would

love to enlist the help of local schools and

businesses, after all charity does begin at home.

I often use creative writing and music as a

medium of communication, there is powerful

about being able to write pieces that could bring

positive changes to someone somewhere.

My dream is to see townships recognized for their

brilliance, there is so much they have to offer, so

much talent and potential. My dream is to see

the youth succeeding in their respective

platforms, building and empowering one

another.

Through the support and love I received from the

public at large I was announced as one of the

Top 20 finalists and the Miss and Mrs Township

South Africa Sponsor Brand Ambassador 2020.

The journey to the crown continues and the heat

has been increased tenfold.

It is an opportunity I am most humbled by, one I

deeply cherish and welcome. I love the Queen I

have become through this transformative journey

from being a semi-finalist and now one of the Top

20 finalist.

A huge Shout Out goes to Qwinning Co, my

community, friends and family. To each and

everyone who contributed to my semi-finalist

journey, THANK YOU!

I invite you all to join me on this 

last leg of the race as a finalist, 

we just one more month to push 

extra hard! I did not get this far 

on my own and for that I thank 

you.

To vote for me please SMS Naledi Rakgwale to

36996 - Sms costs R5 and you can vote as many

times as possible. Each and every vote, shares

and tags matter. You can find me on Instagram

@naledirakgwale Facebook : Naledi Rakgwale. I

am still on the lookout for more sponsors, I

appreciate all the help and support. Email :

naledi2054@gmail.com

Pageant News South Africa
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Khazimla (photo left)

My name is Khazimla Kondlo a 10-year-old girl from a friendly

city of Port Elizabeth in the Eastern Cape. My name Khazimla

means “shine, gleam or glow” when translated into English. I am

a grade 4 learner at Erica Girl’s Primary School. I live with my

mother, father and my 6-year-old brother. My hobbies include

modeling, singing, dancing and swimming.

I started modelling at the age of 4yrs. I love modeling as it

teaches me to be a confident girl, a person who think of others

and reaching out to them, someone who can walk with a smile

and talk in front of crowds.

I am currently on the Schuin Villa pharmacy Billboard in PE since

2016, I have been on SAMIL Mohair Stitches magazine issue 53

in 2016. I entered a lot of pageants, done fashion shows, and

won titles which some of them have opened doors for me to

travel the world. Since there’s quite a lot of medals, awards,

trophies, titles

that I won, I will just mention a few.

I have received Eastern Cape Federation Colours from the

Federation of Performing Arts in South Africa. So far I have been

to Philippines to represent South Africa as a Miss Mini Glam

International finalist in 2019.

I have also won Miss International Princess 2019-Overall Grand

Supreme, I then had an opportunity to go to New York City to

representing my country where I was crowned as Miss

International Princess Beauty winner 2019 with the following

Awards - Best dressed formal wear, Most potential TV

commercial, 1st runner up interview and 1st runner up model

category.

Traveling the world motivates me as I am learning about diverse

cultures, seeing things that I have not seen in my country and

curious about languages used in that country and flying the

South African flag high.

In October 2020 I was crowned as Tiny Miss Teen South Africa

2020 in Johannesburg. As a title holder I am expected to be

involved in charity work and that excites me as I will continue to

put a smile into people’s faces and show other girls that we

can do this as young as we are.

I thank God, my family and everyone 

who supports me on my journey. My 

goal is to achieve my dreams in helping 

people and giving instead of receiving.

Raven (photo right)

Agency: V-Models.
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I am Raven Nel (27). I am a teacher by profession.

I obtained the following with regards to my education career:

• Degree in Sport Science (graduated cum laude)

• Honours Degree in Education

• Currently busy with his Master’s Degree in Education.

• National Teaching Awards Motheo District Winner 2019

I obtained the following with regards to my modelling career:

• Face of Free State Fashion Week Male Winner 2017

• Mr South Africa Top 10 Finalist 2017/2018

• Mr SADTU 2018/2019

• Mr Central South Africa 1st Runner Up 2019

• Mr Central South Africa Business Man 2019

• Currently a finalist for Sir South Africa 2021

My journey with Mr Central is truly amazing. It grants me

opportunities and provides a platform where I can inspire and

motivate the youth of South Africa, as I believe the youth is the

future of our country.

Pageant News South Africa
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My name is Thanda Mjaja, 35 years old. Born and Bred in

Harding kwaMachi (EMbangweni location). Modelling has

been my passion ever since I was a child. I always dream

of being the best model. I am a police official ( Sergeant)

and also studying through UNISA doing my 3rd year in

Safety Management. 2020 I entered my first professional

modelling competition at Dream Chasers KZN and I won a

title of Ms Dream Chasers KZN 2020 Queen.

The journey was very interesting, and I gained so much

because it taught me so many things including taking care

of the less fortunate people. It also taught me that

modelling is not only about being beauty, its also about

how you interact with other people.

#MsDreamChasersKZN2020 QUEEN

Esha (photo left)

My name is Esha, a girl who is always on the go,

striving to leave a positive mark in everything I do.

I am 17 years old and I am months away from

graduating my final year of schooling.

I love singing, dancing and modeling. My passion

for singing led me to record a CD and my passion

for modeling led me to win titles for the past three

years. First Princess in Miss Teen Punjabi Pageant

2018, First Princess in Miss Eastern Teen 2019, as

well as winner of Miss Spring Teen 2020. I must say,

singing, dancing and modeling helped me in

becoming the confident young lady that I am.

I live by this quote : “A rose can never be a

sunflower, and a sunflower can never be a rose.

All flowers are beautiful in their own way, and

that’s like women too. I want to encourage

women to embrace their own uniqueness.”

Jazlyn (photo left)

Agency: V-Models

Photography: Leani Photography

Dress: Sadé Jansen designer

I won Miss Junior teen South 

Africa Free State 2020.

My journey has definitely been a unique journey.

2019 I started as a Junior teen SA finalist, little did I

know Covid-19 would change my whole
experience/journey.

But I did not let this pandemic get the best of me

and I kept working hard to achieve my goals.

Abbygail (photo left)

Agency: Limpopo Beauty Modeling Academy

Photo credit: Charl Celliers kileykreations photography

My name is Abbygail smit I'm the age of 19 and I reside

in Mokopane Limpopo. I absolutely love dancing and

spending time on my education. I have been doing

modeling for 2 years now and have 33 titles.

On 24 October 2020 I have won Miss jaguar Landover

SA 2020 . I'm still focusing on my journey by making a

positive change in my community and a sustainable

difference in my society by launching my charity drives

. I love helping people and seeing smiles on children's

faces and that's what's making me happy to change

lives .

Aston-Blu (photo right)

Agency: Gemini Modeling and Talent Agency, Mossel

Bay

Photo credit: Frieda van der Walt

I am Aston-Blu Cheray Martin from George, Western

Cape. At the age of 9 months, I won 1st Princess under

the age category of 0-3 years for the pageant Summer

Rain 2020.

I also won an additional overall award as Miss Summer

Rain Ambassidor. Summer rain was my very first pageant

which I have entered and won.

I am also a model and aspiring actress at Gemini Models

in Mosselbay, Western Cape. I simply love dressing up

and having my picture taken. I love dogs and making

friends. I am always happy and my adorable little smile is

infectious.

The journey of winning those titles 

inspire me to continue entering 

pageants from the day my status 

was announced. I have great 

support and love from my family.



Simone
Photo Credit: Blom Photography

Fashion: Styled Shoot

Hair & Makeup: Liz de Villiers

Location: Modderfontein Nature Reserve



Roseleigh (photo left)

Model: Roseleigh Slater-Jacobs

Age: 28

Agency: eModels Bloemfontein

Photo credit: Titivate by Mari

I am currently a high school teacher . I reside in the beautiful

city of roses, Bloemfontein. I am a God-fearing-animal loving-

wife and soon mom to be, the image provided was actually

taken when I was 15 weeks pregnant. I have grown immensely

during the past few years especially this year , not only in my

modeling career but also as a person. I am born as a giver and

thus I like to make a difference in lives of those who need it

most even if it's just a little difference.

Things I have achieved over the years:

• Ambassador for the calendar project 2019/2020

• Miss Free State finalist 2015

• Miss Eagle South Africa contestant 2018

• Miss Windmill Bloemshow 2018

• Miss Windmill Bloemshow Photogenic 2018

• Miss Bloemfontein Rose Personality 2019

• eModels SA Photogenic award winner 2019

• eModels SA Social media Award winner 2018

• Mrs Africa Finalist 2021

Runway fashion shows : Free State Wedding expo 2018 and

eModels Bloemfontein Runway shows.

Made it onto the Kasi flava magazine cover page for October

2020

My goals for the years to come are as follows :

• Launch and make a success of my new business so that I am

able to use it to donate to charities .

• Stand as a role model for the youth by living as an example.

• Continue with my giving spirit and engage this same spirit

into my son.

• Take part in beauty pageants again.

• Stand as a symbol of hope, faith , charity , confidence and

overcoming.

What motivates me especially because 

of what the whole world has gone 

through and had to experience... must 

be the love and plans God has for my 

life ... and that is something everyone 

needs to remember... He will never 

leave nor forsake us. 

Pageant News South Africa

Christel (photo right)

Modeling school : Vogue Model

Photo credit: krezenzia

I have started doing pageants since I was 9

years old , the Ramp is my happy place, I love

the feeling of being on the Ramp

My Motto in life is to always be 

kind, have courage and to 

believe in myself.

I want to become a paediatric doctor because

working with children captured my heart..

Resegofetse (photo right)

Modeling School: RANDMODEL Academy

Photo credit: Van Vuuran Photography

It is never easy to prepare for a big 

pageant like this but only if your 

dedicated and passionate enough 

you will make it and all Thanks to God 

for giving me strength to make it at the 

end and my lovely aunty Tidimalo

TLHABI for always believing in me. 

Melé (photo left)

Modeling school: Younique

Agency: 33 and Me talent agency

Photo credit: Belle Lumiere Photography

I’m an absolute animal lover. From the

smallest to the biggest. This is very close to

my heart to care for any animal and

every person on the

street. I love modeling because it is fun

and I feel special.

My motto is: Everyone in life is special!

Melé’s modeling started 4 years ago. She

loves the camera and photo

competitions.

Achievements:

• Miss Golden SA Novice - 1st Runner up

• Miss Premier model 2020 - Top 5

• Miss National Supermodel RSA - novice

7-9, 3rd runner up

• Miss Dazzling Golden Dream (Photo

competition) Supreme Overall Winner

• Miss SA Angel Beauty Queen (Photo

Competition) Jnr Overall Winner

• 2019 - Miss CANSA 4th runner up

Simone (photo left)

Photo Credit: Blom Photography

Hair & Makeup: Liz de Villiers

Location: Modderfontein Nature

Reserve

30 year old working Mother of 2

beautiful children. Passionate about

charity. What a year it has been, as the

time draws closer for me to crown my

successor, I would just like to take some

time to reflect on my past year of reign.

Covid-19 insured that it was not a very

easy ride and although I feel that I have

managed to accomplish a lot with this

amazing platform I will continue to

leave a legacy and insure that I change

the situations of impoverished

communities for years to come.

I would also like to encourage others to

do so, by giving to the less fortunate I

receive a feeling of happiness and

fulfilment.

Gizelle (photo right)

Modeling school: Vogue Welkom

Photo credentials: LW Photography

My name is Gizelle Yvé Mosadipula Tamboer. When it is put together

it means, “The lady who came with the rain signed the first pledge

for peace”. I am from Douglas a small town which is known for the

Confluence of the rivers Vaal and Oranje, am currently residing in

Welkom. I am 14 years old and in grade 8. My hobbies are playing

chess and l also love watching DIY's on YouTube and to try it put .

I recently started playing tennis and I also  

do Irish dancing in my free time. When I 

grow up, I would want to study towards 

becoming an  architect.

I have started doing modelling from the age of 9 years. Initially I

started doing it as a means to overcome my shyness and my

inability to do speeches in front of my classmates and my teachers.

It however soon become my little piece of heaven. And nowadays

I even call it my happy place.

Modelling also started giving me a platform to help others as I

started giving cupcakes to kids in schools who are not fortunate

enough to celebrate their birthdays with a cake.

It also gave me the opportunity to represent my hometown on

provincial level and last year I got the chance to represent Douglas

on National level and I was honoured to receive the Miss Mini Teen

2nd Princess 2019 title and also the Miss Mini Teen Globe 2019 title.

I have also realised that modelling started giving me a solid platform

to remind my peers that even if one is born into less fortunate

families and from a fair disadvantage community, it doesn't need to

narrow down your dreams to the ordinary.

And even when things are financially and emotionally tough at

times you could still achieve extraordinary results. And the most

important lesson that I would love to convey to the youth within

Douglas and the surrounding areas, is that you can define and

guide your destiny only through hard work.

My moto and words of self-inspiration is that, “Great things never

come from comfort zones”
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Oratile
Make-up: Zoleka Jamda

Photography: Tezzymaticshots

IG handle: @__oratile.rannona 



Charmaine (photo left)

Photographer: Jaco Boysie

Photo Credit: Justine Edwards Photograpy

Fashion: Blue Dress is my own

Black Dress by Besters Bridal Knysna

Hair & Makeup: Blue Foto Jolanda Meyer

Black Dress Just-Me Tanja Kramer

Agency: Ace Models International

Stylist: Serge @madstoresa

After school I studied Auditing an Technikon Pretoria where I

won the Miss Audit Title and was a finalist in in Miss Technikon. I

have been involved in numerous castings and Shoots.

• In 2003 I moved to Knysna

• In 2007 I started my own Modeling School for 3 years.

I then became mom to most beautiful boy (Dylan) and took a 5

year gap concentrating on him. During this time I realized that

us as moms are desperate on getting to know how to dress

after becoming a mom.

I decided to become an image consultant, not only for myself

but also to show other Moms...What to Wear & Why.

In 2017 I decided to join the ACE models academy (Family) and

have since enjoyed to uplift and guide models to as our logo

say “Become Your Dream” Become the best version of YOU.

South African Talent & Models

Cleorece (photo right)

Photographer: NixoGraphy Photography

I enjoy reading, gaming and writing poetry.

Boxing is something I am very passionate

about. I love modeling because it gives me so

much confidence and allows me to look at the

world from different perspectives.

I always remind myself that 

passion is the model of all my 

actions!

Chenè (photo right)

Photographer: Gawie van der Walt

Chenè Roodt is an energetic and loving model. She loves been

active with her gymnastic, netball and gyming and puts alot of time

in her studying and spending quality time with her family.

Chenè wants to study beauty and business for she wants to have

her own beauty shop.

She loves the ramp and would love to one 

day compete in Miss SA and help those in 

need.

Dimakatso (photo left)

Photo Credit: Shawn Kindon

Location: Wesbrook beach , Durban

My name is Dimakatso Constance Ledwaba , I am 27 years of

Age. Matriculated in 2010 at East Rand school of the arts in

Puitfontein in Benoni.

2011 I joined a dance company called Moving into dance

Mophatong, where I did dance anthropology, choreography,

performing arts. I am a versatile dancer, who did contemporary

dance, gumboot, afrofusion, pantsula dance Hip-hop to name

a few. I also did music at school. I graduated in November 2011

with my NQF level 4 in Performing Arts Training course.

2012 I joined a company called Tribhangi dance theatre, where

I was doing Indian classical dance ,which is Baratanatyam, I got

to travel around South Africa and overseas with the company,

being invited to perform in the UK, Russia, India, Nigeria, France

to name a few.

I did modeling as a part time, entering pageants like Miss

Summer in Daveyton, where I became a 2nd princess in 2013,

and did runaways during the time of being a full time dancer.

My biggest highlight of being alive is building a house for my

mother at the age of 19, while I was still a dancer. If it wasn't for

God I couldn't have done it.

I have a MOTTO that keeps me going everyday that says "LET

THE REST OF YOUR LIFE, BE THE BEST OF YOUR LIFE". Growing up

was not easy, seeing your mother being abused everyday,

being abused by cousins because your living under their fathers

roof because your mother cant afford to pay for your school

fees and transport to go to school, so you have to live with your

uncle because it's closer to school. Crying everyday and

sometimes going to school without eating, but yet you put on a
strong face because you know where you want to be. I always

say if you don't go through your problems you will never know

how strong you are .

Mr Ogbeifun Uhunoma Brights once said in his book titled "your

potential makes you essential " (When you bow your knees to

God in prayer to seek a vision of your life, what your simply doing

is inviting the light above to meet the light from below in your

inner man ). I have learnt from the hurt and all the

disappointments iv faced while growing up, but today I'm a

strong woman because of those circumstances, I am now living

my dream, I am a flight attendant at Mango Airlines, and still

doing dance part time .

God has a purpose for me and I am 

fulfilling it . 

Danielle (photo right)

Agency: EMM Extreme Model Management

Photo: Herman Photographer

I am 16 years old fun loving and confident individual , that enjoys

spending time with friends and family . I always give my best in

everything I do I enjoy modelling have been doing that for the last 6

years , I am with Extreme Model Management ( EMM) Adelle Botes

and love the fact that I always meet new people .

Currently I’m Miss Ambassador 2019/2020 and a finalist for

International Junior Miss South Africa 2021 I go to Westville Girls In

grade 11 and I'm a proud member of the Protea South African team

in rock climbing and I represented South Africa in Russia 2 years ago

and currently training very hard towards making a place for The

Olympics 2021 .

I also enjoy doing charity work it’s always nice to help the next

person or our 4 legged friends. I am a animal lover and hope to be a

vet one day . I’m in the top 10 She is Fabulous Women’s Awards

which is taking place in December 2020. My long turn goals for now

I’d like to complete school and look forward to becoming a vet ,

and short turn keep getting experience in the fashion modelling side

I would really love to get into the fitness part of the modelling world.

Right now I’m doing some work for Plante 54 and loving that .

My motto in life is to always do your best 

and if you fall pick yourself up and try 

again , and never apologize for saying how 

you feel . 

Emihle (photo left)

Photographer: Gemini Solutions

Studio

Make-up: Salon Arabella

Agency: Gemini Model & Talent

Agency

I am Emihle Xungu 14 years old

girl who is doing grade 9 in Point

High School. Being on the

spotlight has always been who I

am.

Dramatic is how I would describe

myself. I love being around

people and stay motivated for

passion for acting as much as I

do.

Katya (photo left)

Modeling school/agency: Gemini Model & Talent Agency

I am Katya Glockzin, 13 years old and from Mossel bay. For the last 4 years

I have worked as a photo model and I have a huge passion for acting. I

love being in front of the camera.

I mainly shoot in fashion and Sport, but also enjoy creative projects,

themed projects, dress up, underwater and with animals. I am currently

modelling for Gemini Models Agency and individual photographers.

Some of my photos were published in our local newspaper, school paper

.

I was part of the Brand Power ads on Tv and numerous times in local

stage productions. Also in the Zip line Commercial, and leading Act in

the production: Mossel bay in Lockdown. Drama competitions and did

some public speaking for charity. I bring my passion for modelling to every

project I work on.



Jani
Photographer: Charmaine Whitehead

Miss Matjhabeng Finalist



Maegen (photo left)

Makeup: Private M Collection Event: Ster-

Status Premiere

Location: Bosheuvel County Estate

I am 25 years old and a have recently

participated in the IATS and received a call-

back to take part in IMTA 2021 in New York

City. I am a contestant on Ster-Status

season 2 and have featured in a music

video for the up and coming artist Mondrey

as well as featured as an extra in the Hunters

Dry advert as well as Binnelanders.

I have a passion for the 

industry and intend to make 

waves in the journey to 

international level.

Chardene (photo left)

Model Agency: Extreme models and Promotions

My modelling career started 5 years ago when one of

my friend started modelling as a hobby. It looked fun

and I started that same year. As I love fashion I soon

realized that this meant more to me than just a
hobby. It started to become part of my life and glad

to say that in 3 years time I was lucky enough to

become the Face of Extreme (my modelling agency),

but for a second year as well.

I became more confident, started to live a healthy

lifestyle and strive to do better each year. My goal is

to become a professional model over seas and live

out my dream. Modelling is not just about fashion,

photoshoot and ramp work. Its so much more than

that and I think it is there that most people get

confused about modelling. You learn confidence,

how to present yourself, public speaking, how to live a

healthy lifestyle and so much more.

Charlise (photo right)

Photo Credit: Pieter L. Moolman

Charlise bio: My name is Charlise. I Love playing hockey.

I'm 15 years old. Since I was 4 I did ballet but unfortunately

stopped. I love taking photos. Even when I'm with my

friends. Usually I visit my friend Tertia and then we always

have a photoshoot on the farm. Her dad always takes the

photos for us.

I love to express my feelings in my photos to show how I

feel. I also like singing in that way I also can express how I

feel. Dancing is also one of my most liked things to do. I

have blue eyes and natural blond straight hair. One thing I

love to do most is to spend some quality time with my

friends and family. For me that's very important.

Jane (photo left)

Photo Credit: Storm Photography

Agency: Above talent models

I am Jane Wanza the 17 year old ,from the

beautiful Winelands of Stellenbosch. I enjoy

fishing ,camping and spending time with

family and friends Modelling is one of my

passions and it give me the platform to be

involve in charity work in my community.

I stay motivated bey being thank full for the

love and support I get from my family and

friends ,and when I learn new thing, and

when I can encourage young girls

In my community to never give up on their

dreams. The motto that I live by :You don’t

have to beautiful or rich ,you just have to

care.
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Tertia (photo right)

photo credit: Pieter L. Moolman

I am Tertia. A fun loving 15-year-old

teenager. I am a little obsessed with all

things purple and getting my picture taken.

Luckily, my dad took up photography as a

hobby. So I get all the photoshoots my heart

desires.

As for the future, it is still a mystery for now I

would like to become a professional model.

Modelling is one way to express my

creativity along with drawing, dancing and

singing. I have a mass of naturally curly

brown to dark blonde hair and green eyes. I

love life and everything it has to offer.

Winnie (photo left)

Photo credit: Thando

Location: CCI uMhlanga

Agency: none (freelance model)

What keeps me motivated is my son and the

people who always say I'll never make it big

because I am from the rural areas. I had a son at

age 16 and the father left us and I am also HIV

positive, people told me I am cursed but I want to

prove them wrong and inspire others who are also

facing the same crisis.

I am a dreamer with a smile 

that attracts the world and I 

believe I can make it big and 

be able to take care of me and 

my son.

Ané (photo right)

Photo Credit: Loggies van Loggerenberg

Location: Secunda Mpumalanga

Agency: Royals Eagle Modelling School

I work in the Chemicals industry as a Licensor Interface. My

position at Sasol offers me the opportunity to interface with

people all over the world.

I am a mother of two beautiful daughters and part time student

currently in my third year of a bachelor’s degree in Business

Administration. I also hold a diploma in Paralegal

Studies/Commercial Law and Beauty Therapy. In my free time, I

love spending time with my two beautiful daughters, cooking,

dancing, travelling and learning about different cultures.

My future ambition is to expand my knowledge in nutrition,

health and fitness to help woman and children keep fit. My

dream is to open my own business. If I could have anyone to

dinner it would be Demi-Leigh Tebow (Nel-Peters), as she makes

me very proud to be a South African and embodies the true

essence of beauty with a purpose.

The most importing things in my life is 

God and my family.  My personal motto 

is ‘Make your own opportunities. Don’t 

wait around for brilliant things to happen, 

take control of your own journey in life”.

Denise (photo left)

Photo credit: Lost UFO'S studio

I'm Denise de Beer, I go to school at Komatipoort Akademie. I'm a very hardworking person who loves the nature and

it's animals. I'm also a very caring person who loves to help people and the environment.

My family supports me through everything no matter what.I look up to many of our South African women such as Miss

Zozibini Tunzi, Demi Lee Tebow and so many more inspiring women.

I always wanted to be on the front page of a magazine and to make a difference in South Africa . I want to be a role

model for young women like me and I want them to know they should chase their dreams and not care about the

negative comments that are thrown to them from the society.



Dai-lynn
Agency: V Models

Photo Credit : Leani Photography



Cecilia (photo left)

Photo credit: Gift Images

Fashion: Just Shoes

Hair & Make-up: Khethi Cosmetics & Beauty Parlour

Location Boksburg

Agency: Africa Models SA

My name is Cecilia Mumba Sanduku. I was born on 3 November 1999

and am a Fitness and Fashion Model. I am 1.76 M tall and am currently a

delegate of Miss Ambassador 2020. My greatest inspiration is my mother

who is an achiever in many aspects. Growing up she has taught me that I

can always be what I want. Besides Modeling, I am a nail technician. I

did Cosmetology and I would like to open my own Beauty Parlour one

day. Something to go side by side with Modeling.

As a teen, I was always that particular kid when it comes to food. A little

bit picky and this has helped me stay in shape. I also love my good food

and I have learnt that dieting is not all about starving yourself as is often

the perception of models but taking the right food in right quantities. I go

to the gym every 5 days a week. I was a member of the kick boxing club

in Boksburg but I decided to cancel my subscription since lockdown.

I stay motivated by watching reality shows like survivor all stars. I also

follow the likes of Miss Universe Zozibini Tunzi and she is truly inspiring.

Further I collect books in my spare time and love dancing. I have

performed on different stages as a Dancing Queen for Musician Queen

Diva Mampi. Am looking forward to work with any prospective clients and

designers out there in the Talent/Modeling industry. There can never be a

better time than now to start the ball rolling after this corona fall that has

hit some of us very hard.

Abby (photo right)

Photo credit: Candice Ross Photography

Location: Nantes, Athlone

Agency: Not signed but open to be contacted

My name is Abby Hiebner. I am 15 years old and from Cape Town. I

enjoy dressing up and taking videos and photos. My hobbies are

photography and listening to music.

I play both school and club hockey. My 

dream job is to one day become a storm 

chaser and do part-time modeling - hence 

me submitting my photo. 

Bonni (photo right)

Photographer: Charmaine Whitehead

Miss Matjhabeng 2020 finalist

I am a single mother of a little 2 year old boy.

I am a Nail Technician and nail art is my

passion. I spend most of my time helping my

clients as it has been a dream of mine since I

was a little girl.

I am fortunate enough to make a living out of

this. In my free time I enjoy spending time with

my family. I am also interested in racing cars

and I am currently building one with my dad

for us. I enjoy my modelling as well as to be

the best you have to practice to be the best

at all times

Nobelungu (photo left)

Photo Credit: Xolani Mavimbela

Agency: Africa Models Sa

Am a plus size Model and I don't allow the size of my body to define

me. The Modeling industry is now diverse and full of possibilities and

am glad that plus size models like me are given a chance.

Throughout my upbringing I learnt that being complacent whether

work or play never amounts to success. As a result I have worked so

hard to be where I am today. I am not saying I have made it in life,

but all am saying is that am no longer where I used to be 5 years ago

and I don't expect to be where I am 5 years from now especially given

a chance to feature in your magazine and platform.

I was raised by grandmother in Soweto whilst my mom, strong and

determined provided for us all.

Despite the many challenges, my mother instilled strong values in us

and ensured that we understood the value of family and hardwork.

My mum and grandma are definitely my rock and role models.

Today am a bold and strong woman because I understand now that

not allowing society define your success and being a ground breaker

is as a result of being raised by women that were independent and

visionaries.

Modeling has always been my Passion from way back when I was in

Primary school. In 1999, I was the 1st princess of Miss Matubeng and

am currently a delegate of Miss South Africa Plus. I realized a lot of

plus size women are afraid to embrace themselves and if I win the

pageant I intend to use the platform to be that voice for plus size
models amongst other things.

I stay motivated by being content with myself knowing well that true

happiness comes from within so am just me, living my every moment.

Chenè (photo right)

Fashion design Company name: CD VISION & FASHION 

Photography Company name: CD PHOTOGRAPHY 

Make-up Company name: CD SUPREME SPARKLE   

Instagram:  @cdvision.fashion @cd_supreme.sparkle@ 

cd.photography2020

My name is Charne Fourie, I am 20 years old. I am a model and

currently work for Sedgefield Pick n Pay as their HR Supervisor and
Customer Service Executive. I am currently working on starting the

process of owning and running my own business which has also

been my dream which includes becoming a Fashion Designer. I

also do Photography and Make-up part time as well!

This is my dream and will pursue it till I fully achieve it. Since the age

of 7 I have known that fashion designing is my dream and my goal,

right now I only do designs but looking to expand to design

production within a 12 to 18 months.

I would love to reach the world with my designs and my

photography, showing young ladies and gentleman that if there is

something they want to do or achieve in life that they can, no

matter the past, no matter if you had the opportunity given you to

start early or that it feels to you that you have to figure things out by

yourself and don't have the support we all wished we had. But by

moving forward and following your dreams no matter how hard life

hits you, just know that you are not alone and that there is someone

out there not giving up thinking about you and praying for you to

succeed...

Jordan-Lee (photo left)

Photo Credit: Michelle MC Botha ( M Botha

Photography)

Location: Howick KZN

I stay motivated by keeping myself 

active with hockey and running. I 

enjoy the outdoors and enjoy time 

with family and friends.
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Unè (photo left)

Photo Credit: Michelle MC Botha (M Botha Photography)

Location: Howick KZN

I enjoy Modeling, sport and 

outdoors. My motivation in life is 

when you do something you truly 

love it's not hard to find the 

motivation needed to succeed. 

Unathi (photo right)

Photo Credit: Jones Ramushu

Coordinator, Facilitator, MC & Motivational Speaker. Unathi Nare,

Mother of 2 boys and Wife. She loves Singing, Currently working as

Wellness Coordinator and interacting more with women/youth on

leadership and Empowerment.

Unathi has an optimistic view on life, guidelines that are always useful

and is able to balance her life. She is patient and has a great attitude

towards couching.

She neither looks down on other people nor judges their way of living

instead she gets to know and understand each person.“

Recently been crowned MS Elite Global United 2020 in Minnesota USA

on the 21 July 2019. She previously took part in Africa Pageants in 2018

and Crowned Mrs Africa Global United 2019 and Face of Africa 2019.

Her passion from community upliftment started while she was young,

she was crowned Mrs Rustenburg Public Choice in 2017

Founder and CEO of Thuba Pelo Mosadi Lets Talk MAG and MD

Diphetogo Corporate Wellness - Founder of UnathiN Foundation and

Mr and Miss Community



Boitumelo
Agency: SB Modeling Agency

Photo Credit: Focal View Photography 



Aileen (photo left)

From: Caledon, Western Cape

Photographer: Marnus Van Dyk

I am a photographic model, age 37. I have been modelling for 11

months. I have gained experienced and have learned that it is

important to improve one's posing skills. I like having a diversified

portfolio.

I have worked with Marnus many times and 

we have been published in Whale Talk 

Magazine recently. 

Tshegofatso (photo left)

Agency: NTA Models Academy

I HAVE A HUGE CONFIDENCE IN

MYSELF...I BELIEVE IN BEING

UNIQUE AND I'M AN

UNAPOLOGETIC MODEL.

I'm being Motivated by Bonang

Matheba. I want to see myself

far as Bonang Matheba. She's

an Independent woman.

Educated and know what she

wants in life.

Memory (photo right)

Photo credit: Kedo

Location: Randburg

I was born 21years ago in Kitwe, Zambia. My passion for modeling

started when I was still young but never took it serious because of the

kind of home I was raised in. As such, I never got the kind of exposure

and motivation I needed.

However in 2014 when I was in Grade 10, I participated in a pageant

show which I won as "Miss Sir John laws Ndeke" and my modeling

journey took a good start from there. I have done work with some

artists and fashion shows.

Outside the modeling world am a student pursuing a Bachelors Degree

in Human Resource Management which I believe is a bonus for my

modeling as I enjoy working with people from all walks of life.

Admittedly, I still haven't achieved much in the industry. I have great

potential am told and was therefore introduced to a lady Paxina

Mumba a founder of Africa Models Sa. She has been my mentor,

motivates me and inspires me.

I also get motivated with the like of Naomi Campbell and Kendal

Nicole Jenner to always aim high and am hoping that this platform is a

beginning of new big things to prospective readers and or clients.

Ivy (photo left)

Photo Credit: Craig Marias

Fashion/Brand & Designer: Rachy by Carine

Hair & Makeup: Jabulile

Location: Brayanston, Johannesburg

I am a model, mother and entrepreneur. Let's talk about

motherhood. Being a mother should never stop any aspiring model

from being a professional successful model. It may not qualify you to

enter Pageants but you can always be a model as long as you stay in

shape. And that's why I love the gym personally.

With my height advantage standing at 1.82 meters tall, I have walked

on South Africa Fashion Week and a number of shows. I am also one

of the Models working with Willett Designs Couture to showcase his

designs at the Next New York Fashion Week. I am also a delegate

for Face of Willett but all that is in the pipeline due to Covid 19 and I

really appreciate this platform to help some of us come back in the

game as the industry has been tremendously affected.

We have seen famous Magazines like drum where I once featured

closing doors unfortunately.

As a fashion model I have worked with big brands like Afrikaren, Sta

So Fro and Darling as a hair Model. Am currently working on Rachy

by Carine Muakasa. It's an international fashion catalogue.

I have a number of people that inspire me among them Paxina
Mumba Sergio. She is a successful lady and Founder of Africa Models

SA. She is very result oriented and never give up on people. Just

spending an hour with her took my confidence levels on the next

level and she always look at the brighter side.

I am also an entrepreneur.  I have proved 

myself that I can multitask and work well 

under deadlines thus am looking for more 

work. There is still room and the sky is not the 

limit.  

Ilze (photo right)

Photograph: Imagine More Photography

Hair & make-up: Imagine More Photography

Location: Middelburg MP

I am actually a very shy person and am quiet 

in the beginning until I start to know a person  

better. I love the outdoors and camping with 

friends and just to have some fun. 

My biggest dream was to become a model and would still love to

feature for agencies that may need someone or who may think that I

can be helpful to them.

What keeps me motivated?

Life is not always sunshine and can be very hard sometimes. I'm a

single and working mother so life can push you sometimes to the edge.

But lucky we have a great God who gives you the strength to stand up

and keep going. So the fact that we can still wake up the next

morning and my son keeps me motivated.

Tamryn (photo left)

Photo Credit: Deon Van Wyk

School or agency: Model Manifest

My hobbies include dancing, music, fashion, modelling. I

do various charities to give back to my community. I am

the girl on the go, striving to leave a positive mark on

my community.

Beauty pageants aren't all about glitz and glamor, it's

what happens inside that really matters. I am a model

because I want to motivate people, promote self-

confidence, and I get to show off what I love to do. My

biggest strength are definitely my attitude! My short term

goal is that I want a platform where I can grow my

career as a model. Beauty is not about having just a

pretty face. It's about having a pretty heart and soul!

Pebetse Acarcia (photo left)

Photo credit: Phoenix Media

Agency: Faces For Africa

I am 25years of age, born in Limpopo province. I

obtained my diploma in Chemical Engineering, a

certificate in Project management and I'm currently

enrolling with the University of South Africa to

encounter a degree in Agriculture.

I love art, nature and traveling. I see myself as a

successful qualified Chemical Engineer and

managing my own farm. I would one day love to be

able to grow crops and supply big food stores with

vegetables, create more job opportunities and

donating to those who are less fortunate without

having to worry about my pockets running empty.

Sanelisiwe (photo right)

Photo Credit: Nascent KR Khalanga Records

My name is Sanelisiwe Potwana (25yrs) I currently reside in

Cape Town Western Cape. I'm an Actress, this was a dream

since I was young I always wanted to see myself on TV. I have

applied to enrol for Preforming Arts at AFDA next year . I'm

currently attending some casting lessons at LCA studio under

Coach/Acting Director Channa Geldeniughs.

I have featured in one of the AFDA student film You "Me and

Everything in Between" as an extra or Background actor and

also in one of the Los Angeles series called "The Kissing Booth

2“. I have developed a passion in fitness model as I always

wanted to achieve my body goals which is "Healthy and

Fitness“. I'm so excited that soon I will be one of Herbalife

members/distributer. I see my self going very far in life

I see my self doing fitness TV commercials and I also see myself

as a Best Actress of the Year Award Winner not just in SA but

international as well. I believe that one day my dream will

come true.

South African Talent & Models



Ruan
Photo credit: Fineart Photography

Model Agency: Felines Models



Katinka (photo left)

Photo credit : Hennie Coetsee

I am someone who goes for what I want , I

work hard and am determined. I’m a very

goofy person and always have time for a

joke (or 6) , my daily motto is to make at

least one person smile that day , because

we have enough hate in this world already.

I want to be a veterinarian 

when I grow up and love 

animals. 

What keeps me motivated is my dreams

and goals , I constantly remind myself why I

started , and why the specific thing I’m

working towards is good for my future.

Megan (photo left)

Location: Mosselbay Western cape

Photographer: Thurlo Booysen @Digital Booysen

Make-up: Chantè Hector

The passion for modeling and taking photos is one of

my most loving things ever, I feel confident, and like a

superwoman when taking pictures and just outliving

myself in pictures. I am a very straightforward person

and very positive towards life itself.

No challenge is ever too big for me to accomplish, if I

set that goal I will achieve it, not immediately but in all

good time. Nelson Mandela has always been my

rolemodel even though he left earth. I will still read his

books etc. because he was and is my motivation and

always will be....

It always seems Impossible until it's Done THAT'S WHAT

KEEPS ME MOTIVATED IN LIFE ..... Never give up Be you

for you Because there's only one you.

Hester (photo right)

Photographer: Charlotte Steyl

Instagram: @charlotte_steyl/

Facebook: @charlotte.steyl.14

https://potographerport.myportfolio.com/charlotte-steyl-

photography

I am Hester Kallmeyer, from Rietfonteing Pretoria, I am 54

year old, married with two sons.

Studied Bsc Microbiology at NWU, Potchefstroom. I am

the co-owner of Drayman’s Brewery $ Distillery (family

Business) in Silverton Pretoria. I love to live healthy and

keep in shape

Kemieke (photo right)

Agency: Gemini Model & Talent Agency

Photography: Gemini Solutions Studio

Kemieke Sterling Derwig. I'm 13 years old, one day

I would like to be a national as well as a

international model.

I love nature, photography, and 

to shop like all girls do

Eileen (photo right)

Photo credit: Logan Venter Photography

Location: Postmasburg, Northern Cape

Agency: MC Models

I'm a matric learner currently attending High School Poatmasburg.

My strengths are my attitude, discipline, respectfulness,

determination and dedication. "Determination is nothing without

dedication and hard work." I take both success and failure in a

balanced manner.

What keeps me motivated in life ?

Being true to myself - Being true to myself means to act in

accordance with who I am and what I believe in.

Just as you cannot love anyone else until you love yourself, you

cannot be true to anyone else until you are true to yourself. Have

courage to accept yourself as you are, not as someone else thinks

you should be. I begin by not being afraid to be who I am.

A bit of advice I can give is: Remember to respect yourself, so that

others will respect you. They will sense you are strong, confident

and capable of standing up for yourself.

Be true to the very best of who you are 

and live life consistent with your highest 

values and aspirations.

Zelmarí (photo left)

Photographer: Charlotte Steyl

Instagram: @charlotte_steyl/

Facebook: @charlotte.steyl.14

https://potographerport.myportfolio.com/charlotte-

steyl-photography

My name is Zelmarí Louw. I am 19 years old and have a

bubbly bouncy personality with no filters and live life to

the fullest! I am an animal lover and love every small

and cute animal and will bring anything home that looks

like it needs some tender loving care. I love modeling! In

2015 I enrolled with Figures Modeling Agency. This is

where I found myself and started to grow into the strong

independent self-confident woman I am today

In 2018 I enrolled with Steele Models, where I am

currently one of their Fresh Face Model. I absolutely love

every minute on the Runway and in front of a

photographers lens and can’t wait for more Runway

opportunities to come my way. My biggest dream is to

become a well know Runway and Photographic Model.

Charmaine (photo left)

Photographer: Vans shoots

Agency: Galaxy Modelling Art

Ever since I was a little kid, I have

always pictured myself as a model but

I never get the chance to. Then I

joined Galaxy Modelling art agency,

to learn how the modelling world

works and the dynamics of being a

model .Its a great platform. for people

to hear what. I have to offer not only

as a model but as a woman in

general.. My dream is to continuously

inspire other models and be their role

model. I believe if you can dream it

,you can do it.

My advice to those who look up to me

I say to you keep on pressing as long

you in the right direction, tip toe if you

must but take the step.

Shanice (photo right)

Pageant titles:

• Miss Teen South Africa 2018 1st Princess,

• Miss Teen South Africa Debutante 2018,

• Miss Teen Commonwealth 2018 2nd Princess,

Miss Teen Commonwealth 2018 Charity Winner,

• Current Miss High School South Africa 1st

Princess

Model competitions: International Model & Talent

Association Commercial Model Winner 2017.

Currently a 2021 finalist in the International Junior

Miss South Africa pageant.

Kemieke (photo right)

Agency: Gemini Model & Talent

Agency

Photo credit: Gemini Solutions Studio

I'm 13 years old, one 

day I would like to be a 

national as well as a 

international  model. I 

love nature, 

photography, and to 

shop like all girls do.
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Lesleigh (photo left)

Agency: Gemini Model & Talent Agency

Photographer: Gemini Solutions Studio

I am a 25 year old woman who inspire to

always do my best. I like being outdoors and

with animals. Any challenge being thrown at

me gives me a push to do better than the

previous try.

I strive to not only empower myself, but also

those around me who think less of themselves. I

feel very strong about mental health, it’s what

drives you through your journey.

I strive for bringing a peaceful energy

everywhere I go, it uplifts not only myself but

also the environment you’re entering. I don’t

like talking about myself, I don’t feed off

arrogance, but I feed of accepting myself for

who I am.

Dineo (photo left)

Agency: Keabel

Photo Credit: NAPS

I'm a yoga student /instructor from Limpopo Province,

Polokwane. I do yoga modeling and nude yoga

modeling part time, of which I featured in nude-yoga

magazine from Italy. I also run a PR Agency full time.

My goals are to grow my company, advocate

heavenly on clean eating and living a healthy
lifestyle. My ultimate goal would be helping woman

live and recognize their infinite power, as I was

helped in doing so.

Everyday motivates me, as I always say "tomorrow will

be better than today "if things don't turn out the way

you hoped. Life itself motivate me, because we are

able to see and participate in the transformation of it,

and working to make it better as individual or a

group.

Chanelle (photo right)

My name is Chanelle de Beer. I'm 25 years

old and lives in Nelspruit. I'm working

towards a degree in Early Childhood

Education. Currently I'm working as a

student teacher at a private school.

My goal is to be a very 

good teacher one day.   

What motivates me in life is 

my family and friends.  They 

always believe in my goals 

and will motivate me along 

the way. 
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Talitha (photo right)

Photographer: Sven Slabbert

I am Talitha Jenkins 19 years old and doing my matric at

Hoërskool Jeugland. I am currently the title holder for

Miss Mad Rage Disabled.

I am also an Ambassador for Under His Covering we fight

against abuse against woman and children. I also bring

awareness of children illnesses to my community.

My charity is Villa La Themba an orphanage in Kempton

Park for abused and abandoned children.

I would like to encourage all to do modelling. I enjoy it

because I meet so many different people.

My motto: Don't give up!

Raylene (photo right)

Agency and modeling school: MMM Agency

and Sophisticate Models

Photo credit: ProDesign Photographer (Lizel Steenkamp)

Hi I am Raylene Borcher, 16 years old almost 17 ( can't wait to turn

17 so I can go for my learner licence. I am in Grade 10 at Riebeek

College Girls High School in Uitenhage Eastern Cape.

I have been doing Modelling it since I was 3 years old, its my

passion and my dream to become professional and even

become a movie star. I have entered into Talent Africa and won

Gold for Casual Wear, High Fashion and Formal Wear and I have

received my Eastern Province colors in Performing Arts (Modelling)

I have signed a two year contract with MMM Agency Multi

Management Modeling Agency in Cape Town. I am in a

modelling school Sophisticate Models. The Owner is Gail Brown

and I love Aunty Gail. She helps me to become better and to

believe in yourself.

What motivates me in life is to see people  

become what they want and to follow 

their  dreams  to see them smile and have 

fun and to never give up even after failing  

to see people grow and accomplish what 

they want in life.

Thatego (photo left)

Agency: 33 and Me Talent Agency

Photo credit: Danzfuss photography

My name in Thatego Maila. I am a teenage like any other teenager

with dreams and goals I would love to fulfil. My goals is to become a

renowned model who's known for my full potential, love, passion and

determination in what I do. I want to help and become a motivator

to the young generation and those following my footsteps that if I can

make it they can make it too.

What motivates me is my where I come from and background and I

choose not to let it bring me down but make me come out stronger

with sense of direction of where I want to go and become in the

future.

My saying is "NEVER LET YOUR BACKGROUND DETERMINE YOUR FUTURE

OR WHERE YOU GOING BECAUSE WHERE YOU COME FROM IS JUST A

PART OF YOUR LIFE" I choose not to let my background bring me

down nor demotivate but I let it motivate, create a strong women in

me and bring out the best in me so that everything I do, I know I did

my best in anyway.

My life experiences was not easy but I fight 

for what I want, I am dreamer on a mission, I 

know I what I want and I refuse to let 

anything or anyone get in my way. Life may 

be tough but I refuse to give up. 

TJ (photo right)

Photo Credit: GJ Article Photography

Facebook: @TJ Simende

Instagram: @tj_simende

Twitter: @tj simende

TJ Simende, an upcoming actor, tv host, professional model for some

years, it dates back to 2017 when I made a breakthrough in the

modeling industry whilst I was in China. I participated in a pageant in

which I won and that triggered everything that followed even the idea

of starting NEW AFRICA ENTERTAINMENT(NAE)which I co-founded with
my friends (Faffy and Lewis) this year during lockdown.

So NAE is all about hosting live shows, promoting artist, marketing

businesses, sound hiring, videography etc. Whilst in China I managed

to be an ambassador for Memoryee Clothing Company. As if that

wasn’t enough God blessed me with an award at Zimbabwe Model

Awards 2018 for the hard work I had done not only for myself but also

raising the Zimbabwean flag.

The year 2019 was the best year for me, I managed to feature on a

Coca Cola ad and also an American Horror movie (Escape Room 2)

which is yet to be released. At the moment I'm working with Cyres

Collection (a clothing label that specializes in African print outfits). An

energetic, motivated and always eager to learn, that’s how I would

describe myself. I believe in working hard to achieve the goals that I

set for myself.

Taking advice and notes from those who 

have done it has always been one of the 

things that has kept me all these years. 

The problem with most people is we hear but we don’t listen. Even

coming across an article or something we read to comment or reply

not to understand. This doesn’t not only hinder you from reaching your

destiny but it drives you away from people you suppose to be learning

and getting advice from. It makes you develop a thick skin and

become ignorant to things that can actually change your life and

those around you.



Casper
Photo credit: Tabo Jona



Alyssa (photo right)

Modeling Agency :RVT Modeling School

Photo Credit : Nadia Langedyk photography

I am currently in Matric year at Norman

Henshilwood High School . This year has been

hard on me. I lost my matric breakfast, my

matric dance and the mem I was supposed to

make.

But through it all I persevered. What motivates

me, is my family and friends. My recent

motivation is Karishma Ramdev.

I hope to one day be on the 

Miss Universe stage.

Tracy (photo right)

Photo Credit: Top Quality Photography

I'm a very zealous and hard-working person. I'm not a

professional model... Yet, but I've competed in Mr

and Miss Northern Cape 2020. I love working with

people and doing charity work and being there for

friends and family as well as anyone else in need.

My motivation comes from knowing that I am worth

more and can accomplish more because I am

better than what I grew up hearing I was.

There are always more and 

bigger challenges around the 

next corner.

Luthando
Location: De Aar, Northern Cape

Photo credit: Luthando Makandula
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Mandisa (photo left)

Photo credit: Thandazani Bruce Mdlongwa

Agency: Africa Models Sa

Location: Soweto

I was born in September 1993 at Embabane hospital in Swaziland from

a South African mother and a Swati father, in a family of 3 from my

mother's side. I work as a sales advisor at Outsurance, which am

passionate about just like Modeling. Am a results oriented person and I

always put in the best of my capabilities.

Growing up in Nhlangano, Swaziland, I was that child who would

have new clothes once in a year like many other children on Christmas

so to speak. I did my primary school in Swaziland and when I was in

grade 9 my father decided that I relocate to South Africa to live with

my mother due to personal reasons. I finished my matric at Phafogang

Secondary School. Height has always been a disadvantage for me in

modeling but I always have that thing in me that I will never allow my

background or height to determine my destination.

Things started changing when I was staying with my mom. She would

buy me clothes more often, she ensured that me and my siblings

looked our best so I love dressing up. After my matric I started working

at Walton's Stationary now called Bidvest Walton's for about 3 years.

Then I decided to leave and explore other opportunities which got me

at Gold Reef City Casino as a Dealer.

When you're a dealer you are not allowed to wear flat shoes at work

and need to look your best which was like a bonus to me and my

passion for Modeling begun to blossom. Me wearing heels made me

feel like a Queen and I gained so much confidence in my self. The

feeling of walking in heels in front of people is always amazing.

However, I continued to explore other opportunities and then joined a

call centre where I never thought I would land in my life but since 2017

I am still in the call Centre. I have this sense of style , positive attitude,

adaptability and ability to look good at all times, good traits for

modeling so I decided to take modeling more serious.

Though height has always been against me I am not going to give up

and am hoping that your platforms and publicity will expose me and

put me on the market. I have done Fashion shoots for Melb Collections
and am hoping to work with any other designers out there and do

commercial modeling amongst other things. Am open and told myself

I'll go out there and use what God has given me because I can't

change it.

I motivate people through how I walk, how I dress and of course by

giving motivational talks. I've changed people's lives which is what I

want to continue doing using bigger platforms. Helping others and

empowering people is what motivates me the most. It doesn't matter

whether it is a colleague, friend or relative. There are times when the

people around us need that extra drive to get going. I relish the

opportunity to reach out to such people. I'm proud to say I've

changed some people's lives so far.



Katharina
Photo Credit: Ashleigh Wegener Studios

Agency: Studio 3, Reflection Modeling 

Agency



Izalda (photo left)

Photo Credit: Marieta van Vuurren Fotografie

Hair & Make-up: Vianca De Meillon

Location: Location Shoot, Bloemfontein

Agency: V-Models Bloemfontein

My name is Izalda Kriel, I am “a little girl with a bow in her

hair and a dream in life”, that is how every young girl feels

when they are still young. My story starts the same but is

goes a little different. At the age of nine I had a dream, a

dream to grow, inspire and to create an army of youth

through the power of beauty. But how can anyone listen to

me, I am so young so small, compare to the rest of the

world. I decided to close my eyes and to put the faith in

myself as well as to the loved ones around me.

For four years I went through challenges only mother-nature

will truly understands. There were amazing moments where I

could feel the love and proudness of the people around

me, and there were also times where I had to believe in

myself that things will turn out better. My proudest moments

were winning Flawless Top Model 2017 – Overall. I was also

scouted by Boss Models Johannesburg at an age

of 11 years.

My dream is to go big or go home, and of course how can I

forget winning Miss Free State 2018, being an ambassador

of my own home town, makes me feel proud. To grow and

inspire I want to make my dream bigger and take this

passion for fashion overseas.

But keeping in mind always remember beauty with a

purpose. I love to give back to my community, whether it is

helping the poor, donating dog food or just giving someone

a hug when they feel sad. Giving back give me strength to

fight.

I love my family and friends because they are the one’s who

grows with through every moment in my life. I also love to
dance to any type of music and to laugh while doing it.

Being a model not only give me confidence but it also

makes me feel that anything is possible in life and every

single one of my goals can be achieved. Every model class

that I attend is very important to me, it is there were I learn

my ways on the ramp and to practice my poses for my

photoshoots. You can’t achieve success to sit back and

relax, success is achieved through dedication and a lot of

hard work.

Today four years later at the age of 13 I am still fighting the

battles and capturing every beautiful memory, because my

dream has a purpose; ”beauty move mountains”.

I have a passion for photos because I believe “a picture is

worth a thousand words”. During my years of modelling I

feel more passionate about photoshoots because every

photographer has a different idea in mind for me which I

am comfortable with and it gives me more confidence for

my next shoot. I also love working with different
photographers because each one bring something

different to the table which built an unique and bigger

platform of my modelling career. I might be young but I’m

ready to face the world.
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Charne (photo right)

Agency: SPLENDURE International Modeling Agency

Photo credits: Lizzy’s Photography

I love being active around my community, volunteering, and

donating to local charities! My goal in life is to raise awareness of

people with anxiety and depression. Because living with it is like a

constant reminder of pain and flaws everywhere, not having

confidence in themselves is something I want to change in the

future!

Giving those without a voice, someone who will give them a

chance. My motto in life is not to judge a book by its cover. Some

of my hobbies include sports as I do believe it is important for the

youth of today to be active and healthy. I love expressing myself

through the use of art and photography.

My future goals:

• Help those without a voice stand up for themselves

• To help non-profitable charity's, raise money and their

requirements.

• To become healthy and successful

Social media links:

https://www.facebook.com/Splendure-462162504561580/

http://splendure.co.za/

http://splendure.co.za/com/HBimagineering

https://www.facebook.com/hein.beukes

https://www.facebook.com/Lesydie/

https://www.facebook.com/charne.vanrooyen.18

https://instagram.com/__rooimier__?igshid=esye2o683oeh

Yolande (photo left)

Photographer LiMin Photography

Stylist: Rianca

MUA: Stephan Venter

She lives in a small town called Carletonville in Gauteng

Province. She believes that true beauty isn't just having a

pretty face but having an even amazing heart! She is also a

cancer survivor, she is a warrior and fighter she stands up for

what she believes to never to holds back! Fiercely go

towards your dreams with boldness, and knock barriers down

with courage and Faith.

I keep the fire in my heart burning strong and I do not let it

fade we are fighter's warrior's with a meaning. Always remind

yourself that what you are fighting for is worth it and

remember that you will overcome everything! My Hobbies

are: Photography, Baking, help those in need, and modeling.

And being a loving mom.

Danielle (photo left)

Agency: Bienkies Photography

Go-getter, Have a little family of my own,

of 2 boys. Love socializing, the outdoors,

drifting, but most of all Cars.

My Goals are too complete my Studies, in

Electrical Engineering, to loose the

weight, and to compete in my first

Toyota/jeep warrior Race next year.

Motivation: When I'm 

about to give up, I think to 

myself, "why did I start in 

the first place?" 

Samkliswe (photo right)

Agency: Gemini Model & Talent

Agency

Wardrobe: Déjà vu Vintage house

Make Up: Salon Arabella

I'm Samkeliswe 15 years in grade 9.

In Hillcrest Secondary School. I

always wanted to do modelling

and Acting , now I got the

opportunity to do all the things I

wanted to do I will do my best and

to encourage the others.

Zikhona (photo right)

Photo credit: Photo Scamto

I am a 20 year old female from the Eastern Cape. I

have aspirations and dreams of becoming a model

and hopefully one day, I'll be a recognised

international model. My family and close friends

keep me motivated.

Even on days that I'm not motivated, they keep me

grounded and they remind me of the beauty of life

and not giving up.

Boitumelo (photo left)

Agency: SB Modeling Agency

Photo Credit: Focal View Photography

I am a Lover of Life, I take risks, and my potential is endless.

I enjoy modeling as it has taught me self confidence

because I used to be very shy. I am very passionate about

photography and modeling. ''YOU ONLY LIVE ONCE, BUT IF

YOU DO IT RIGHT, ONCE IS ENOUGH‘’

Jaco (photo left)

Hair: Liza Janse van Rensburg, Evander

Clothing brand: Lady JR Designs

Photographer: Sonja De Beer

I am a matric student and a part time farmer and

sometimes model for the photographer, Sonja de

Beer. My hobbies include fishing and Xbox

games.



Trisha 
Agency: RVT modelling school

Photo credit: Flippie Snyman Photography



Talifhani (photo left)

Agency: Chrisparton Modeling Agency.

Photo credit: Baobab photography.

Well I am diligent, reliable, creative and also a leader.. I strive for

greatness. I love taking part in charity organisations, because I believe

that I can make a change in people’s lives by just giving out.

What I have experienced in the modeling industry is that, its not only

about modeling only but also having brains . The ability to reach out

to many things. A chance you get in making a difference and

uplifting the souls of the youth as well as encouraging people.

My goals are: My immediate goal is to get a job in a growth-oriented

company. My long-term goal will depend on where the company

goes. I hope to eventually grow into a position of responsibility. As well

as seeing myself running an orphanage .

My strengths motivates me, they are that I am an organized and goal-

oriented individual. I take pleasure in setting daily, weekly, monthly

and long-term goals. When I achieve these goals, I treat myself. I use
an old-school planner to make a note of my goals, my progress, and

my achievements. I think timely reminders of one’s journey is the

highest kind of motivation. On those days when I need motivation, I

have my trusted planner to remind me that I have achieved

successes through hard work and can choose to stay on the path of

progress.image1.jpeg

Beatric (photo right)

Agency: Ramps to Runway Nelspruit

Photographer: Mr Madonsela

My name is Beatrice Sihlangu and I am 20

years old from a small place called

Nkomazi (Sibange). Beatrice is a girl from

Nkomazi she is a student at Dlamadoda

high school doing grade 10. She proudly

Sangoma and a girl who loves her

modeling.

She have a dream becoming an actor and

fashion designer. Her goal is to own her own

brand one day.

Her dream is to see many celebrate

wearing her designer clothing from locally

and internationally.

South African Talent & Models

Jaun-Marie (photo right)

School/Agency : Vogue Catwalk SA 

Hartbeespoort/Brits Branch, Monique Van Schalkwyk 

Photo Credit: Da'Moore Photography 

I am Jaun-Marie Moore a 18 year old passionate

lady from Hartbeespoort. I am very passionate about

Photography and Modeling. I enjoy my free time

Reading and Spending time with my Horses. I love

being behind the Camera and Capturing Special

Moments in time , I also enjoy being in front of the

camera posing.

I have always loved the rush of emotions when doing

a Pageant, the nerves, excitement. I do Modeling

because I love being on Stage since I was a little Girl.

I believe that God has plan for each and everyone,

that is why I live by the verse Jeremiah 29:11. I believe

that "you are valuable because you exist , not

because of what you do or what you have done but

Simply because you are".

Jiggy (photo left)

Agency: None Yet

Photo Credit: Scene Captures Production

To My original name is Kamohelo Moloi, but the streets gave

me the name Jiggy cause of my love in fashion and I

thought a Nam needs a surname I changed my original

surname "Moloi" to "Molloy". I'm a personal fashion style, a

model at request and a designer. I'm originally from a small

town in Free State called Harrismith, but currently stay in

Johannesburg and it's been 3 years now.

For so many years trying to be in the industry my growth in

both modeling and designing my fashion has grown so fast

that I'm even scared of my mental growth. I turned to

become a host at shows, having radio interviews multiple

times and all that come out of love and me needing the

world to follow my story.

I pray and wish to become a professional model but I don't

want to put a celling over my head, I want to be part of

every Entertainment part in the industry. I want to see myself

working with bigger brands in and out the country. Years to

come maybe have my own agency or TV Show to inspire

the next generation that we can do anything we put our

minds to, also that wanting to be a

model/stylist/photographer isn't you having low dreams or

being lazy but doing what you love at all costs.

I simply get motivated by my home 

situation because I want a 

comfortable life for my family and 

being the only grown up kid always 

reminds me that I shouldn't be resting.

Winneil (photo right)

Make-up: Salon Arabella

Agency: Gemini Model & Talent Agency

Location: Mossel bay

Photographer: Gemini Solutions Studio

Hi, my name is Winneil Fillies, I'm 14 years old and from Mossel

Bay. I'm currently in grade 8. I am very passionate about life

and my dream was always to be a model or an actress, even

though I'm an introvert I'm very strong willed and driven, and I

believe that you should always be yourself.

I have a younger brother and the reason for saying this, is that I

want to set a good example for him so that one day he can

look up to me and be very proud of his big sister.

When I was 7 years old I took part in a beauty pageant and

walked away with second prize. So I do not have much

experience within the modeling industry, but I am willing to

learn all that I need to in order for me to pursue my dreams.

My goal is to promote and advertise local stores or designers

for example Mr. Price or Ackermans.

Maryke (photo left)

Photo credit: AvJ Photography

I have done modeling after I

finished high school, and then

had to go into the corporate

world.

I have always loved doing

modeling and photography

work and I am upskilling myself

with being a professional

photographer.

My daughter, who loves the

photography and modeling as

well motivates me. She always

gets up in the morning, with

such positive energy and

tackles all obstacles and

challenges with such

enthusiasm it's contagious!!

Bennedette (photo left)

Photo credits: Willem Botha

My name is Bennedette Landman I am 29 years old. I was born

and raised in the beautiful small community of Oudtshoorn

situated in the Western Cape and now currently reside in

Laingsburg with my beautiful family. I'm happily married to my

soul-mate and am a Mom of two beautiful girls and we've

created a phenomenal life together in Laingsburg. I'm an

entrepreneur and business women and as well as a

professional baker. I am truly a multifaceted women utilizing

every part of myself to make an impactful difference.

In March of 2020 my life took a change for the very better. I

was a finalist for the Mrs Universe SA competition and it was a

great honor to walk such an incredible journey. I truly had a

phenomenal experience. I learned so many valuable lessons

during this time and will be forever grateful. I was then crowned

as Mrs Universe SA Charity. I'm a caring person, I always help

where I can and always give my very best. And couldn't be
more happy about this incredible title.

My motto in life is - "never give up." "Aim for your dreams and

follow them."



Minke
Photographer: BB Photography 

School: Nouvelle Models Kathu 

Agency: 33andMe Talent Agency

Shining Little Stars
The sky is the limit



Jeané (photo left)

Photo credit: Jenny van der Walt

Jeané is a fun loving out-doorsy type of young lady,

enjoying nature walks and outdoor photoshoots. She

loves to sing and plays the piano.

She wants to feature in modeling

magazines all over the world and 

loves so dress up for the camera. 

She has a bright future ahead of her. 

McKenzi-Lee (photo left)

Photo Credit: John David Filmalter

Make-up: Jolize Cawood

Agency: Kids on Camera

What Motivates me:

“Success is what motivates me to do

what I love. Knowing the fact that my

hard work and perseverance will help me

achieve greater professional success is

what keeps me going.

"Always be the best version of yourself"

Shining Little Stars South Africa
The sky is the limit for these young South Africans

Leane (photo right)

Photo Credit: Loggies van Loggerenberg

Hair and Make-up: Ané Gloy

Agency: Royals Eagle Modelling School

I am an energetic, fun and loving 11 year old

and officially started my modelling career

three months ago. During this time I have

learned so much about the industry, I have

met so many beautiful and inspiring people

and I am growing every day to become the

best version of myself. My hobbies include

dancing, netball, modelling and reading.

I love to become an actress one day, I believe

that it will provide me with a platform to build

a brand for myself and to inspire other girls to

reach for their dreams too. My role model is

my mother, she lives with optimism, hope,

determination and she is my number one

supporter. My motto in life is “treat people the

way you want to be treated”.

La Shay (photo right)

Agency: Gemini Model & Talent Agency

Photography: Gemini Solutions

My name is La-Shay Andrews. I am 5 years old turning 6

in December. I'm attending school at Milkwood Primary

in Mossel Bay. I am a model at Gemini model and talent

agency.

I was crowned as little Miss Lockdown 2020. I'm a fun

loving person and also have a passion to be in front of

the camera. My hobbies are dancing and listening to

music. My quiet time is in front of the TV (Cartoons).

I'm currently at Gemini modelling 

agency and is available for any 

photo shoots or adverts. I would like 

to further my career in modelling.

Caitlin (photo left)

Agency: 33 and me Talent Agency

Photo credit: Aldus Smith Photography

I am from Meyerton, I Love to sing and act. My

family knows me as the "Drama Queen " that talk

pretty much. I have a passion for animals and love

to be with my friends.

I am a sporty girl. Athletics and 

netball is my favourite. I am a 

Finalist of the Miss Vaal Petite 

and a Contestant in The IATS. I 

want to become an actress or 

singer.

I believe that no one is perfect, that's why pencils

have erasers, there are 1440 minutes in a day, So

you have 1440 daily opportunities to make a

positive impact!!

Sinebango (photo left)

Photo credit: Fezeka Cetywayo

Hair: Sarah Nakato

Agency: 33 & Me Talent Agency

I am one strong and dedicated 12 year old.

Strong emotionally and physically due to the

Sports that I have been partaking in since my early

school life. I'm deep into athletics and netball and

am currently working towards one day playing for

our national Proteas Netball team. I made it to

border trial this year but could not progress due to

Covid 19 restrictions.

I am an academic at school and my favourite

subject is Mathematics. I don't like idling so I keep

myself busy with dance, modeling, jogging in the

neighbourhood and of course spending time with

my family. To bring the above narrative to life,

please go and check out my social media pages.

IG: @sinelicious

FB: Sinebango #SineB Cetywayo

Sanchia (photo right)

Agency: Gemini Model & Talent Agency

Photography: Gemini Solutions Studio

I am Sanchia Petersen, 11 years old,

grade 5 at Erika Primary School. I like

drama and singing a lot. I have been

with Gemini Model and acting agency

for 2 years now.

I recently became part of the play

scene kyknet group. I also got a role in a

local movie, Mosselbay in Lockdown.

Izabella (photo right)

Photo credit: Wendy berning photography

I have been modeling since the age of 1. I

absolutely love being on the stage. I love what

my modeling has taught me. I am more

confident, bubbly and happy to be who I am.

I love all the charity work I get to do through my

modeling and the difference I am able to make. I

want to be someone people look up to and

admire for being me.

Bea-Ann (photo left)

Agency or modeling school: Figures Modeling School, Roodepoort

Photo credit: Carel Van Vuuren (Van Vuuren Photography)

Bea-Ann Ehlers is a South African Equestrian 

Athlete and New Face Model with a passion 

for Horses. 

Bea-Ann whom currently lives in Roodepoort with her younger sister of 5,

mom and dad is a grade 4 scholar at Laerskool Horison, rider at Aragon

Stables, Muldersdrift and recent Model at Figures Modeling School in

Roodepoort.

Her love for horses started at an early age of 4 and participates in

various disciplines from showjumping, equitation and endurance riding

with the passion to be a great dressage rider and equine teacher one

day the same as her role model (Olympic rider Charlotte Dujardin and

horse Valegro)

With a sparkling personality Bea-Ann loves to sing, ride and enjoy life with
her friends . A perfect balance between work and play

Bea-Ann share her beautiful personality with the animals and people

surrounding her and believe that beauty from within always will show

beauty from without.



Aston
Agency: Gemini Model & Agency

Photo credit: Gemini Solutions Studio



Amelia (photo left)

Agency: 33 and Me Talent Agency

Photo Credit: Danzfuzz Photography

Bio: Amelia Hartog, born on 15 April 2019 has been stealing

hearts with her big blue eyes since the very first day. She is a

strong willed, happy little girl with a big personality and her love

and care towards others brightens up one's day. Amelia is

happiest when playing and exploring outdoors and uses every

opportunity she gets to splash in water and work in a dance or

two.

She is a real chatter box and has done her very first casting

advert at the age of 10 months old. At 1 year of age she also

won a baby photogenic competition. Amelia strives to be the

best version of herself and always remain humble and kind in

all aspects of life. Although she is still tiny, she walks by faith

and thanks God in her own small ways.

Abigail (photo left)

Photographer: Craig Gissing Photography

(https://craiggissingphotography.co.za/)

I am an energetic young girl who loves

being outdoors and really have a passion

for animals especially my pets. Having

grown up with my Dad being a

photographer I have had to get used to

him taking photos at every opportunity.

I enjoy going with my Dad 

to different locations to 

take photos of different 

people.

Yumari (photo right)

Home State: Johannesburg, South Africa

Modeling School: Universal Models

Photo Credit: Belle Lumière Photography and Design

Hair & Make-up: Private M Collection

Instagram: yumarikotze

I started modeling with Universal Models in June 2019, and love

every second of it! I have gained so much confidence in myself

during the past year, from a shy girl to a confident little lady who

can now speak up for what I believe in.

I enjoy doing modeling, play hockey and spending time with my

family - my mom, dad and big brother are my biggest supporters!

I love making new friends and to make a positive impact in my

community. Pageantry has opened the doors for me to enjoy all of

this. I learnt that winning is not everything, and that having fun and

making friends is the most important part.

My goals are to continue doing my best in all things, and to stay

humble. Couch Casey teaches us to be kind and always support

our friends. My motto in life is that ANYONE can be ANYTHING!

Zanè (photo left)

Modeling agency: Chantenique Charm

and finishing school

Photographer: Clio Risi

Hair & Makeup: Jacqueline Britz

I am a model at Chantenique Charm and

Finishing school. I love to compete in

photogenic competitions and I want to

work hard to become Miss South-Africa

one day!

I am a confident doer of exciting things

and I love exploring! My hobbies include

Dancing, Modelling, Judo and drama. I

love playing outside with my dogs. I have a

passion for animals, that’s why I would like

to become a vet.

Chélyn (photo left)

Agency: ACE Models

Photo credit: Tania Allen Photography

Chélyn is the sweetest little angel! She puts a smile on

everyone's face! She has the kindest little heart and loves to

help everyone!! She loves modeling and has won a few

titles. She loves doing sport especially hockey (Best Hockey

player in her grade 2019) and athletics (she broke the 60m

record at her school in 2019)! She loves horses and loves to

go horse-riding with her horse Skylin! She believes that God's

plan is always the best!

Be Strong, Be Brave, Be Fearless and 

Spread Joy and Kindness everywhere 

you go!!

Camilyn (photo right)

Agency: ACE Models

Photo credit: Tania Allen Photography

Camilyn Parkin is a 11 year old with a kind heart of gold!

She loves making a positive impact in other people's lives!

Giving back to the community is one of her favorite things

to do! One of her Charities of Choice is CANSA! She loves

doing projects with them!

She is an ambitious, inspiring, humble little lady that loves

a challenge and completes it with passion and success

with God's Grace! She also loves to see other people

Happy and Succeeding! She is a proud finalist of The

South African Children Awards 2020, Proud Brand

Ambassador for Mimosa Mall and a Proud Fashion model

for JULY Clothing!

Always Believe in yourself! A Winner 

is a dreamer that never gives up!

Thiasha (photo right)

Agency: 33 and me Talent agency

Hobbies: fashion lover, swimming,

socializing with her many friends!

Instagram handle: ttv20_07

Thiasha is a feisty pre-

teen. She is extroverted 

and loves having fun in 

everything, from school to 

lazing at home. 

She loves swimming and 

watching movies, even 

though it's hard for her to 

stay quiet for that long!

Zekhethelo (photo left)

Photographer: @dineo_soul on FB and Instagram

Instagram: Princess Bhambatha

TV and Media experience: Zee as I'm affectionately called loves to

inspire and tell stories hence my passion of being an Actress. I'm a

leaner in Grade 4 in my local area of Johannesburg. After

attending a couple of commercial auditions with no luck in 2017

when I was only 7 years old I attended an audition and got the

part.

I played a supporting role of Zinhle a daughter of the famous South

African actor Pallance Dladla in a Netflix drama series called

SHADOW. In 2019 I got another opportunity to play a supporting role

in a Drama Film called Grave Confession by David M Zomba as

Mae a daughter to a South African actress, TV host and artist. I also

did FNB tv commercial in 2019.

My goal is to see myself working on International productions as well

as Netflix series. I regards myself as someone who has a positive

impact on people's lives even if its on a smaller scale.

What motivates me? As a young African female I always draw

inspiration from other successful women who don't allow their

circumstances or environment to define who they are or become

and that's exactly the ethos I live by. My experience in the

entertainment industry is that, everyone is going through struggle

you know nothing about. Just be kind.

Thank you Mom and Dad I hope I continue 

to do you proud, thank you for everything. 

Thank you to my teachers especially Mr. 

Jacobs for always instilling discipline and 

good school work ethics in me. 

Shining Little Stars South Africa
The sky is the limit for these young South Africans



I create a fresh, Vibrant Images from 

abstract to events & moments, and 

create stories within my still images. 

Events, Story telling, Portraits.  Model 

portfolios, Fashion, Product's, Artistic 

abstract.

Whether you looking for something different, or need help on

a project, or need to create your dream a reality. I would love

to work with you and see how we can make that dream

come true. Each journey starts with a step forward.

FEATURED MODELS

Yaseen Mohammed

Je'Zelle Kruger

Rosie Davel

EL- Schreiner Anthony

Karien Le Hanie

CONTACT DETAILS & SOCIAL MEDIA

Social media links and contact details:

Instagram: @scholtzbuys

Facebook: Scholtz Buys

Cell: 0824004094

Email: Scholtzbuys@gmail.com 

Photographer Scholtz Buys



My name is Charlotte Steyl and I always had a

passion for photography and a camera was

always close at hand. In the beginning I mainly

focused on nature scenes.

My first (serious) camera was a Sony DSLR which

came in very handy with my son’s wedding as the

photographer’s lights failed and my photos had to

be used for the album.

After that I bought a Nikon D95 which was used at

my second son’s wedding where I acted as the

second photographer. Needless to say I was very

proud with that shoot and found myself very often

going back to that set of photos.

A year or so later I bought a Nikon D750 (with lenses

and accessories) which I still use today.

At that stage I was getting more and more

interested in improving the quality of my photos

and came across “Rate my photo” which I then

joined. I embraced the critique of other members

on photos I submitted as it made me more

determined and eager to improve my skills.

About 2 years ago I went on my first “open day”

and that was quite an experience. After a few

more open days I worked up the courage to start

inviting models for a photo session and now am at

the point that I have at least 2 shoots a month and

is eager for more.

After all my hard work and dedication I am ready

to take the next step towards becoming a

professional photographer and everyone is

welcome to make contact with me at the

following addresses:

Social media:

Instagram;

https://www.instagram.com/charlotte_steyl/

Facebook:

https://www.facebook.com/charlotte.steyl.14

Contact details:

https://potographerport.myportfolio.com/charlotte

-steyl-photography

082 855 1040

Charlotte Steyl Photography



Husband and wife Team with a absolute passion to capture life's
precious and beautiful moments. I Have been taking pictures since a

very young age and won a junior photography competition at age 13

but as life goes I did not pursue it till a ripe age of 44 in 2020. As off

February this year myself and my wife took it up again, and is seriously

chasing our dream.

What Motivates me... That next picture, 

always driving myself harder to get that next 

perfect shot.  Always learning new things, 

connecting with like minded people and 

asking tons of questions.

Life is not measured by the number of breaths we take, but by the
number of moments that take our breath away.

CONTACT DETAILS

Wonderboom, Pretoria

Tel: 082 8085505

E- mail: inaflashsaphotography@gmail.com

Facebook: In-A-Flash-Photography

Instagram: www.instagram.in.a-flash.photography

Website:

https://inaflashphotograph8.wixsite.com/mysite

In a Flash Photography
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Schwane
Miss Teen Namibia 2019/2020

Photographer: Diamond Photography

Agency: Diamond International Namibia

Diamond International Namibia
Diamond International are a Modeling and Pageantry

training /coaching Agency that focusses on building

young women to be confident in who they are as

individuals. To give them the necessary skills and

knowledge about modeling, as well as pageantry.

The Agency

Catwalk Model Company is a vibrant 

and exciting Model Agency with a 

variety of divisions ranging from High 

Fashion, editorial to commercial 

characters setting new standards for 

the rest to follow.

Our well-equipped model school & photo studio is located

in Pioneers Park with a safe friendly environment.

Modeling, grooming, deportment and Etiquette courses

are being offered with a difference; an International

standard is being upheld.

This will give you a professional edge no matter what your

ultimate goals may be. We are an establishment that

prides itself in providing a holistic approach to training,

development and monitoring individuals who aspire to

making a future within the Fashion Industry with the focus

on modeling both photographic and ramp (runway) to

gain that extra self – confidence.

We believe in the future of our Namibian models and are

willing to help them make it to the top and we offer

professional and reliable management to our models.

Modeling is not just only about wearing the latest fashion

& posing, modeling courses offers certain modeling skills

that teach the model walking & proper posture

techniques. A modeling School is often the perfect place

to learn these skills, as the student will learn a number of

specialized skills that they wouldn’t be able to learn

elsewhere.

These skills include the following: Modeling etiquette, how

to sit, stand, and communicate, body language and

proper ramp & ph otographic sophisticated poses.

FACEBOOK:

https://www.facebook.com/catwalkmodelcompany/

E-mail: diamondinternational@gmail.com



Schwane (photo left)

Photographer: Diamond Photography

Agency: Diamond International Namibia

Schwane is the current Miss Teen Namibia, a passionate dancer and

Model. She has been modeling since the age of 3 years old and is

passionate about working with the Young of today as well as the deaf

community. She runs an ongoing charity project and page called

Beauty has a Story. She is a Junior Modeling Coach at Diamond

International Namibia.

Schwane started modeling at the tender age of 3 and gained her

Teacher Diploma at 16yrs. Schwane is a dancer and has been chosen

9 times to represent her Country Internationally .

She is also a motivational speaker to the Young and has hosted radio

talks. Schwane will be competing at Miss Teen Universe in 2021.

She loves working with children and seeing how they develop with

confidence and start believing in who they are, and who God

created them to be.

She will be launching her Beauty has a Story 

line shortly which she believes will be a 

success and that girls/teens will remember 

that we all have a Story to share with others 

to bring hope and courage. 

Diamond International Namibia

Christian (photo right)

Photographer: Diamond International

Location: Namibia

Agency: Diamond International

Christian is a male model at Diamond International in

Namibia. He is also an excellent cricket player for

Namibia and a very good sportsman. He is the current

Male Face for Vogue Men International and has

appeared in Local commercials.

He is in his final year and his dream is to become a

successful lawyer. He also gained his black belt in

Karate at a young age and has represented Namibia

International several times.

Corine (photo right)

Photographer: Diamond Photography

Agency: Diamond International

Location: Namibia

Corine is a Model at Diamond

International and currently busy with her

teacher diploma. She has been in the

fashion and modeling industry since

young.

She has a range called simply botanical,

everything organic and natural and

loves promoting this range. She is also a

very creative person and loves doing

decor at weddings and special

occasions.

Anri (photo left)

Photographer: Urban Lens 

Agency: Diamond International 

Anri is a Model at Diamond International and currently

completed her Advance Course. She is also a dancer and

loves every second and has a passion for modeling and

dancing. She is the current pre Teen Role Model

International Namibia and will be competing in Orlando in
2021. Anri is also part of Namibian Championships and has

committed International 2 years in a row.

She also does acting and received Gold in her acting

pieces at Namibian Championships in 2019. She has also

won numerous Photogenic Competitions locally and

International.

Zwayne (photo left)

Photographer : Diamond Photography

Zwayne is a Male Model at Diamond

International and has done numerous

Fashion Focus Fashion shows and has been

competing in Modeling Championships for

the past 5 years achieving Gold and Silver

Medals and won Junior Model of the Year.

He is a soccer player and 

excellent Inline Hockey 

player in Namibia 

competing locally.

Schwane (photo right)

Miss Teen Namibia 2019/2020

Photographer: NascheDPhotography

Agency: Diamond International Namibia

Schwane is the current Miss Teen Namibia, a passionate dancer

and Model. She has been modeling since the age of 3 years old

and is passionate about working with the Young of today as well as

the deaf community.

She runs an ongoing charity project and 

page called Beauty has a Story. She is a 

Junior Modeling Coach at Diamond 

International Namibia.

Schwane started modeling at the tender 

age of 3 and gained her Teacher Diploma 

at 16yrs. Schwane is a dancer and has 

been chosen 9 times to represent her 

Country Internationally. 

She is also a motivational speaker to the Young and has hosted

radio talks. Schwane will be competing at Miss Teen Universe in

2021. She loves working with children and seeing how they develop

with confidence and start believing in who they are, and who God

created them to be.

She will be launching her Beauty has a Story line shortly which she

believes will be a success and that girls/teens will remember that

we all have a Story to share with others to bring hope and

courage.

Nasche (photo left)

Agency: Diamond International Namibia 

Photo Credit: Claudia Nobrega Cape Town

Nasche is a passionate and very popular

photographer in Namibia. She is a mother of

2 beautiful children and runs a very

successful business.

She started Modeling at  a 

very young age and 

everything she does, she 

does with passion and 

giving her utmost best. 

She runs a very successful and professional

Photography business -

NascheDPhotography.

Jenica (photo bottom)

Agency: Diamond International 

Namibia

Photographer : Denize - Namibia

Jenica is a model at Diamond

International Namibia and has a

passion for Modeling and Dancing.

Kaylie (photo top)

Kaylie is a kiddies model at Diamond

International. She loves to perform on stage as

well as in front of the Camera. She loves playing

and is a great inline hockey player even though

she is still so little.



Schwane
Miss Teen Namibia 2019/2020

Photographer: Diamond Photography

Agency: Diamond International Namibia

Anrie
Location: Namibia

Agency: Diamond International 



Kelsey (photo left)

Photographer: Diamond International

Agency: Diamond International

Kelsey is a model at Diamond International

in Namibia. She is an artist and is well known

in Namibia for her beautiful paintings. She is

a horse rider and has a passion for horses.

She is a very positive and 

self motivated person who 

believes in following her 

dreams and achieving all 

goals that she has set for 

herself.

Latoya (photo left)

Photographer: Diamond International

Agency: Diamond International

Latoya is a Model in Namibia at Diamond International. She has

completed all her courses and will be starting with her Junior

Teachers Diploma next year. She is also the Miss Teen Role

Model Namibia and has won numerous Pageants.

She believes in being happy all the time, 

to smile and bring joy to all of us at the 

Agency. She works  extremely hard to 

achieve only the best marks in all 

Graduations possible. 

Gabby (photo right)

Photographer: Luzaan@ Diamond

International

Assistants & Styling: By Schwane @

Diamond International

Agency : Diamond International

Gabby is a Photographic Model at

Diamond International and loves

being in front of the camera. She

is a passionate dancer and has

competed Internationally for quite

a few years.

Julia (photo right)

Agency: Diamond International

Photo Credit: Diamond Photography

Location: Windhoek Namibia

Julia is a Diamond Model at Diamond International. She is also a

dancer and hair dresser by Profession. She loves cooking and has

a bubbly awesome personality.

She is also a part time Photographer and 

has a very creative eye. She is very close 

with her family and loves people. 

Marselle (photo left)

Model: Photographer: Diamond 

International

Location: Namibia

Agency: Diamond International

Marselle is a Platinum Model 

at Diamond International 

South Africa.  

She started Modeling at Diamond

International at a very young age and has

completed all her Modeling Courses.

Belle (photo right)

Model: Photographer: Diamond International

Location: Namibia

Agency: Diamond International

Belle is a Model and Model Coach at Diamond

International in Namibia.

She loves working with the 

Models and seeing how they 

improve and gain confidence. 

Luca (photo left)

Agency: Diamond International Namibia 

Photographer : Diamond Photographer Namibia

Luca is a Model at Diamond International in

Namibia and is a passionate dancer, ml and a

singer.

She loves to perform and has 

competed Internationally in Latin 

and Ballroom. 

Luca is a Tick Tok dancer and Tick Tok video

creator. She is in Grade 7 and loves playing Netball.

Diamond International Namibia

Jean-Jacques (photo left)

Photo Credit:   Diamond 

Photography Styling:  by Schwane 

@ Diamond International

Location: Windhoek, Namibia

Agency:  Diamond International 

Namibia

Jean-Jacques is a Male Model at

Diamond International. He is also a

passionate dancer at Dance

Domian and has competed

Internationally for different types of

dances. He loves playing Indoor

Hockey and is an excellent chest

player.

Amory (photo right)

Photographer: Diamond

International

Location: Namibia

Agency: Diamond International

Amory is a Model at 

Diamond International 

in Namibia and is a 

passionate 

Photographer as well. 

Duncan (photo left)

Photographer: Diamond 

International

Location: Namibia

Agency: Diamond International

Diamond International is the

Mother Agency of Duncan. He

joined the Agency 3 years ago

and is an excellent Male Runway

and Photographic Model.

He also won the title of A Picture

Perfect Face Male division and is

very active in Modeling and

Pageant.

https://www.facebook.com/catwalkmodelc

ompany/ 



Tsyhanenko
Country: Ukraine

Photo credit: Finegold Photo Production  

INTERNATIONAL Model Features



Enala (photo left)

Photo credit: Moyo Samson (MoSam media)

Location: Mfuwe, Zambia

I am one of five children of Mr & Mrs Zulu. Am a

nature lover, music, reading novels and fashion. I

have a passion for modelling and I started taking

my career serious when I was done with tertiary

education.

I strongly believe that there is always time for

everything. In 2019 I took part in my first beauty

pageant for miss & Mr South Luangwa and I

came out as Miss personality. I was very happy

cause it was my first time to take part in beauty

pageant also it is my dream career.

I had all the support from friends and fans

although my family wasn't there to support me

because of other duties. But I never felt like I was

alone cause I had all the support.

INTERNATIONAL Model Features
Theo (photo left)

Photo credit: Theo Pretorius

Location: Windhoek, Namibia

I'm Theo, I'm 20 years old and I love taking pictures.

There is just something so mesmerizing about being

able to capture a moment and being able to keep

it forever.

Being someone who was diagnosed with an eating

disorder, I want to be someone who can shows

people that no matter the size, shape or form of

your body, it's still beautiful and you are worth so

much more than you think. I have only done some

modeling photos with my sister and myself.

I have never done anything professional yet. My

goal are to finish my studies and becoming a child

psychology, so I can help children also to give my

mom an amazing life someday since she gave her

everything to raise me.

Zekiyah (photo right)

Photo: Photonphotography

Location: SwakopmundAgency: 

ACE Models Namibia

I am Zekiyah and a model at

ACE Models Namibia - Coast . I

am very passionate about

modeling because I love and

enjoy it very much.

I am an animal lover 

and loves to walk 

my dog.

Hobbies: Dancing & jogging

Kiba Anna (photo right)

Ukraine: Odessa

Photographer: Anastasiya Grybova

Model agency: MK Model School by Kira Tan

Kiba Anna Odessa. Model, fashion model. Is engaged

in gymnastics, pop dancing.

She studied at the MK Model School 

bay Kira Tan, now continues her 

studies at the production centre 

"Giro Guru Models".  She has taken 

part in competitions and fashion 

shows many times.

In the future, Anya wants to become a famous

choreographer and a sought-after model!

Sheetal (photo left)

Agency: Unrepresented

Photo Credit: Bhavna Ramuthar

My name is Sheetal Bujram. I'm 24 years old and originally from

Dundee, Kwa-zulu Natal. I currently reside in Philadelphia, USA. A

move I made just over a year ago in order to pursue my goal of trying

to make a difference in a child's life while learning, building and

improving myself.

I started participating in pageants at the age of 7 but soon found

other interests and changed my mind as children often do. It wasn't

until I was 16 that I decided to re-evaluate my decision and

participate in pageants again.

I was a participant in the Miss India pageant and won the titles of best

smile and hair, as well as a beauty pageant in the midlands that was

hosted that was with the sole purpose of being a fundraiser in order to

gather funds to help build a school hall for an underprivileged school.

It was at this pageant that I won the highest title which was Queen,

but that was not the highlight of my pageantry.

The highlight of my pageantry was knowing 

that I can make a difference no matter how 

small or insignificant it may seem at the 

time. 

Many people look at pageants as superficially and vain but in reality

there's so much more to it. Through these pageants we are able to

make people aware of so many issues that's troubling the world and

we can make a difference.

It's knowing that I'm able to make a difference whether it's in the life of

one person/animal or a thousand that motivates me to keep trying to

help raise awareness to the troubles people face on a daily basis and

I look forward to continuing my endeavour once I move back to

sunny South Africa towards the end of 2021.

Charmaine (photo right)

Modelling agency: Top Model Zimbabwe

Location: Zimbabwe

Favourite food: Mexican chicken pasta and Greek salad

Social media: Facebook Charmaine Dore

My name is Charmaine Dore and l am a pageantry and a fashion

model. I am a young lady aged 21. My hobbies are reading

,meeting new people and fishing fish not as a dish but as a pet.

I am so passionate about educating the girl child and putting smile

on the faces of the needy. I also dislike violence ,pride and

selfishness and lastly what keeps me motivated is l want my

behaviour to be emulated by other's ,especially by younger

people for inspiration.

"I want to work with reputable brands and reach a point where my

achievements are basically someone's goals to serve as an

inspiration to others."

Sometimes as models we  experience 

constant  criticism and rejection in the 

lenses of society that does not accept  

modelling as a profession. However 

,despite that negativity ,l will soldier on to  

educate  people to remove that mentality 

towards modelling industry.

Angellica (photo left)

Photo credit:  Michelle Scheepers Photography 

I am assured that ALL things will work together for good. 

And we know that in ALL things God works for the good 

of those who love Him, who have been called 

according to His purpose. Romans 8:28

• I am currently Title holder Miss Teen infinity Western 

Australia, 

• I am also a finalist for Miss Teen Premier Elite Australia.

"Fashion is a deep passion of mine. 

To be a model, it takes more than 

just pretty face. I think modeling is 

an expressive art form and tells a 

story without words. You can show 

movement in a still picture, and I 

think that is incredible to be able to 

have that skill. "



Charne
Agency: ACE Models Namibia 

Photographer: Urbane Lens - June

Windhoek, Namibia  



Make – up Artist Chanel Wewege

I was born and raised in Port Elizabeth and come from very

humble beginnings, hence my slogan “Poor Girl Tutorial”. I

have always wanted to make a difference, ever since a

little girl I felt this urge to do something great! Then at the

tender age of seventeen I was diagnosed with Leukaemia.

My whole world came crashing down 

and all my hopes and dreams went 

out the window. Thanks to a bone 

marrow transplant I now have a clean 

bill of health. But, because of the 

length of my treatment and being in 

isolation I never finished school. 

Make up became my saving grace!

MOTIVATION!

I started my journey as an artist working at MAC in a

shopping mall in PE. My love for color and all things pretty

started to blossom. It never stopped. I found myself winning

internal competitions and even got to work o a campaign

in JHB through MAC one year.

I eventually became a freelance artist and started doing

makeup for brides and photoshoots and functions. My

client base just grew and grew. I was being noticed, and I

finally felt like I was living my true purpose.

ME NOW!

I now run a YouTube channel called Poor Girl Tutorial,

where I show people that you don’t need tons of money to

look beautiful. Through my passion I get to help others. I

have also written a book about my journey with Leukaemia

and I am an awareness ambassador for SA National Blood

Services.

I believe that I have a gift to teach, so I also give makeup

workshops. I remain living in little PE, however I do hope to

one day broaden my horizons.

I do get to do some editorial and film work when the

opportunity arises. I am lucky enough to be well connected

and work with great companies. There is

no end to this journey as long as my mind stays strong.

Makeup is more than just a product and a skill to me, it’s a

lifestyle.

TIPS & TRICKS!

Join The Dots Liquid Liner: This is the ultimate lesson, and it

can only get better from here: Using the smallest part of the

tip of your liquid liner mark out dots on your upper lid. Make

sure you are really close to your lash line. Start from the

inner corner and draw dots till you go to the outer corner.

Then draw the final dot for where you would like your wing

to end. Remember, not everyone wants a wing so this ones

up to you Betty... A wing will open the eye. (Wink, wink)

Now go back and join the dots! Viola sista!

Please see links to my pages below:

YouTube:

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC5o4hvcW3Ydumm1

mE3nVMow?view_as=subscriber&fbclid=IwAR2rYyyvQqbD

GeUjW2iivXFfJL2MTBXMukFFU6AQvwvYduwvn9S-g_pRJAg

Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/PoorGirlTutorial

Instagram: https://www.instagram.com/poorgirltutorial/

0609500822 / chanelwewege@hotmail.co.za / Whatsapp

0767525149



Make – up Artist Kimberly Sassin
I am Kimberly Sassin. I started up a very small business as a

MUA to assist my friend with professional make up for her

modelling school girls who could not always afford a

professional service.

During lockdown I did a professional make up course so

that I had papers to back my work. Over the years I had

been doing make up for matrics and so forth. I never

charged as it felt wrong to charge a professional fee as a

non professional. I lost my job as an attorney and I pushed

myself and worked up my make up business. I managed to

support myself for 4 and a half months this way.

I would love to motivate girl to push 

themselves. Go to every free 

Workshop or class, like I did. Start off 

small. Work together. Do 

collaborations. Never say no to a free 

job.

Always try keep professional and kind to your colleagues in

the make up or beauty industry. You will always need them.

Team work is absolutely amazing. You work well together

and learn from eachother.

This industry is hard to crack. There will always be gossip

about your work. But keep your head up and push. Again I

say, keep pushing. Do not give up. Take every comment as

constructive criticism. Learn from it.

Empower other ladies around you. 

Cheer them on.

The quality of my work speaks for itself. I do not walk around

bragging. Put 100% into your work. Give it your all, or step

out of the way of someone who is willing to push longer

and harder.

My motto is, Make up is an artistic passion.

Make up is art. Art which is created with cosmetics.

A few of my tips:

• Always wear sunscreen. Summer or winter.

• Invest in a professional foundation.

• Always wash your make up off properly.

• Use cruelty free products.

• Keep your brushes clean at all times.

• Drink alot of water.

• Mascara is your best friend. Keep layering.

Social media

Facebook 

https://www.facebook.com/KALON-Make-Up-and-

Skincare-by-Kimberly-Sassin-111201003995062/

Instagram - Kalon by Kimberly Sassin
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Interview – Make-up Artist Zaakiyah Bagus

Tell us a little about you! Who you are, where you are from,

etc!

"My Name is Zaakiyah Bagus, I'm a 23 year old Make-up

artist, Stylist and mom."

Where are you located and what services do you offer?

"I'm Based in Cravenby Estate Cape Town and I'm a

Certified freelance Make-Up Artist & Stylist that has recently

started creating fashion, beauty and lifestyle content."

How did you get started?

"I've always been a girly girl and throughout high-school I

became utterly obsessed with high end fashion and

Glamor, leading to me getting a part time job during my

matric year as a beauty advisor for Coco Chanel."

You have an incredible career – what have been your

highlights?

"I am honoured to have worked for and to have

represented fashion & beauty brands/companies such as

Chanel, Clarins, The Estee Lauder Group and even be A

part of the team who opened the first Nyx Professional

Make-up store in South Africa."

What has been the biggest challenge of your career?

"After achieving my certification in both Make-up artistry as

well as fashion and personal styling just months after

matriculating and then becoming an on counter make-up

artist and being one of the youngest beauty advisors in the

Cosmetics industry being taken seriously was quite the

challenge. I was overlooked and not granted opportunities

because I was considered young and inexperienced."

Where do you get your inspiration from?

"I draw inspiration from my upbringing, my surroundings

and also challenges that I've overcame. "

What is Beauty?

"I believe Beauty is feeling worthy. Whether it be with the

addition of Cosmetics or without. True beauty is

confidence."

What is your favorite celebrity makeup look and why? ...

"I love a classic smokey eye with a nude glossy lip, it's

timeless and glamorous. My Go to for a special occasion. "

What do you enjoy most about photography?

" Being able to capture not just an image but a moment in

time and simply that it remains behind to be someone

else's inspiration. "

Do you have a particular muse?

"No, but I fell In love with make - Up Artistry and beauty

after watching YouTube videos of UK based Muas from an

Indian heritage, being brown skinned and still making a

name for themselves."

Can you give us any insight into your creative process and

how you conceptualise a look?

" I'm very structured, I'm a planner so I put a lot of thought

and facts into what I do. Creating a mood & vision board

helps me stay on track with not only my task at hand but

trends around me."

Are you actually friends with any of your clients? Who’s in

your “squad”?

"Yes, sharing an occasion like a wedding or maternity shoot

with a client can really create a sense of friendship and is

truly a heart warming experience. Many of my clients have

my number saved and often ask me for advice or refer me

to friends and family. "

Who is your style icon?

"Gabrielle Chanel "

What was the biggest risk you’ve ever taken?

" Working whilst in matric, studying make-up artistry instead

of chartered accounting like I had originally wanted to. "

What, in your opinion, is the most important quality in a

Makeup Artist? ...

“To be able to work on anyone, understanding face

shapes, eye shapes and complexions. "

How do you stay abreast of the latest beauty trends? ...

"Apart from always being on Instagram, I'm always

researching and following fashion and beauty headlines

and big events such as fashion weeks. "

What three makeup item should no woman leave home

without?

"Lipstick, Mascara & Concealer"

What is the most important beauty advice that you can

give to women?

"You are your biggest critic, so often the very things that

make us insecure are what actually makes us beautiful.

Don't be so hard on yourself!"

If you woke up tomorrow and gained any one ability or

quality, what would you want it to be?

"True understanding, not wanting to question anything and

just knowing and understanding that there is a reason for

everything."

Where do you see yourself in the next 5 years?

"I would love to have reached my full potential, to be

recognized as a professional artist and Stylist but also

known and trusted as an honest woman and Consumer

who's looking for the best products at the best price."

What is your idea of happiness and success?

"To be able to Excel both professionally as well as in your

personal life. "

If you could visit any place in the world where would you

go? Why?

"I'd love to visit as many a different places as possible to be

able to experience and explore every countries

uniqueness. "

If you could change one thing in the world, what would it

be?

"Crime. I hate having to watch over my back and fear for

the worst that might happen."

Have you ever been bullied? If so, how did you handle it?

"Yes throughout school. I was told that I want to be "too

perfect. I embraced it and realized that there's nothing

wrong with wanting the best and creating it for yourself. "

What keeps you motivated?

"Having goals and also celebrating small victories and

achievements. "

What are your future goals, dreams and plans?

"I'd love to own a studio/store and to create a brand for

myself. "

Do you have a hidden talent?

" No, I am yet to discover."

Do you have any advice you would like to give to other?

" No matter what, don't give up!"

If someone wants to connect with you, where can you be

found?

· Facebook: By Zaakiyah

· Instagram: @byzaakiyah

· YouTube: Zaakiyah Bagus



Photographer - Chantelle Neethling
I am Chantelle. I'm a mommy of two beautiful toddler boys. I

love photography, art, Coffeeeee alot of coffee. I live in

Middelburg Mp. The owner and founder of Pixelle

Photography.

https://www.facebook.com/pixellephotography07/

I love portraits and I want to excel in creative beauty portraits.

• To me photography is an art.

• Art is subjective

• And therefore you are the artist and can create your own

style.

I'm following my passion loving what I do.

Motto: Photography is an art, Art is 
subjective,  so create your own personal 

style!

My contact info

Chantelleneethling@gmail.com

https://www.facebook.com/pixellephotography07/

076 200 6845



Interview – Make-up Artist Reinette van Dyk

Tell the readers more about yourself and what you do.

I am Reinette van Dyk, a make-up artist from

Mpumalanga. I am a bubbly, energetic person with a live

for makeup and anything rose gold. I LOVE making

someone see them through my eyes using makeup to

enhance their beauty.

How old were you when you first began experimenting with

makeup and what inspired you to do so?

I loved makeup from a very young age, about 10. I use to

be the friend that did all my friends makeup for dances

enc.

Did you study make up or are you self taught? What are

your opinions on education in the creative sector and is it

important for a make up artist to have studied make up?

I am self taught and I studied, I feel that if you have a love

for makeup and don’t necessarily have the opportunity to

study ,that you can do so much through YouTube and

makeup workshops. DONT limit yourself because of any

challenges.

What is the most challenging or surprising aspects of being

a make up artist? Are there any disadvantages, or things

you don’t like about being a make up artist or the make up

industry, and is there anything you’d like to change?

I would definitely say this is though market, especially if

there is make-up artist in the same town doing what you

do. People get really competitive and I hate it. I feel we

can help each other and see the sun shine over one

another. It makes it difficult to be the best you can be

when you don’t have support from your make-up artist

babes. Everyone is unique and offers their own uniqueness

to a client so we should lift each other up! That’s the only

thing I’d change.

What is your creative process like for creating new looks?

Def inspo boards, I am obsessed with Pinterest! I would

then put my own twist on it ,depending on client.

What makes your makeup style different and unique?

I LISTEN to shat my clients want. This is a very important

thing I had to learn myself! Sometimes...Less is more.

Who would you say are your inspirations?

I love Kandy Kane!

Which celebrities inspire your makeup looks?

Kardashian’s!

Take us through the process of creating a new look —

where do you start?

I would start by assessing the clients face, look for features

like eyes, brows, cheeks or lips. I would prep the skin with

wiping it with a makeup remover wipe/pad and apply a

primer. I like to use a nano mister to seal the pores .I then

use concealer/eyeshadow primer on eyes and start with

the brows while the primer is settling. I love using warm

colors and shimmers.

I do smoky eyes most of the times or a cut crease .I then

live doing a eyeshadow liner and smoking it in to the lash

line, I ALWAYS do a lash primer (help the mascara go on

smoothly and not clogging)lashes are a extra if the client

wants to. My best feature/technique is contouring and

porcelain skin like foundation.

I use cream foundation to achieve this. I then add blush

and highlight and top it of with a pair of gorgeous lippies. I

use setting powder to set my whole look and finish off with

a setting spray.

Do you consider make up to be an art form and what are

your opinions on those that say that make up (and the

wider beauty community) has a negative impact on

society?

Make-up is def an art form. Make-up makes people feel

better about themselves and gives them confidence when

they need it. Make-up helps people cope through

depression, heartache and obstacles. It gives people a

mind over matter solution.

What was the first high end makeup product you ever

bought?

Urban Decay All Nighter setting spray.

What is your favourite makeup look you have ever done?

Def a cut crease.

If you were given an unlimited supply of makeup from any

brand what would it be and why?

Essence, amazing products and range. I’d support local.

Tell us what your makeup bag looks like on a daily basis.

Essence foundation, Julian eye pencil. Essence eyeshadow

palette, Scarlit Hill bronzer and blush and Essence lips and

setting spray. My personal make-up bag consists of drug

store products.

What's your holy-grail makeup product and why?
My Alila foundation pallet. Proudly South African!

Where do you see your makeup career going?

I would love to one day host big master classes or become

a educator.

Do you think social media is helpful to make up artists?

How has it affected your practice and is it something you

enjoy?

Yes, it helps us build a platform to engage in all ages. I love

the interaction I have with people asking questions and

advice. I live to educate people on make-up.

What advice would you give other MUA's trying to grow

their following on Instagram?

Always stay true to yourself ,your uniqueness will shine

through. Don’t follow other make-up artist’s that make you

doubt yourself! Follow make-up artist’s that helps you be

the best make-up artist you can be.

And finally, what does makeup mean to you?

Seeing peoples reactions ,seeing the 
confidence kick in the moment they 
admire themselves in the mirror.. The 
love that people see in themselves 

through my makeup.

If someone wants to connect with you, where can you be

found?

• Facebook: @reinettevandykMUA

• Instagram: @ RVD.Makeup.Lashes




